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What a
Inspiration

is

Blessing to be Talented

a wolf gnawing on

raw edges of being;
howling to be released in
blue ink ribbons of sorrow
to ravage virgin pages.

Gwen

Freeland
Continuing Education

A

To

Gardener

Roses,
red and yellow,

white and
that funny color

you always said was
blue;
tea roses,

and me.
we grew

As you

.

cHmbing

roses,

.

in

you garden.

fed them,

a Httle lime,
a Uttle compost,

You

fed me,

a

little

a

Have

I

love,

little

wisdom.

grown

dear Grandfather,
to be as beautiful
as your roses?

Gwen

Freeland
Continuing Education
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THE THREE OF YOU

DEMISE
Decided to be

my

friend

Even though you knew I was crazy
Not ever asking me to change
Time we have spent together
So many laughs we have shared
Ever hoping we'll always be friends.

SAMANTHA
Stopping long enough to be my friend
Announcing it for everyone to know
Meaning everything you say and do
Answering my questions truthfully
Knowing when I'm blue
Taking time to say "Hello"
Having patience and understanding
Always hoping that our friendship lasts.

PATRICIA
Patience to understand
Alertness to

me

know wrong from

right

Trying to be the best friend possible
Resisting temptation

from

my

enemies

In constant contact with reality

Catching on to every detail
Inseparable from your friends

A

friendship that will last forever.

Sandy M. Williams
Associate Arts and
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Law Enforcement

Zack, photograph

Mike

Futrell,

Media Department

THE SUNDA Y MURDER
Susie Futrell

Business Computer Programming

Cats, by their very nature, are hunters. Zack,

Siamese

cat,

at church.

It

my

free hand. All four of his

hunted one morning while our family was

was

arms

in the spring

of 1984.

It

was also the

red to

I

Mike was behind me

opened the front door. Zack had

my

killed

Httle

The body was lying grotesquely twisted at
the feet of two brown paws. A wing was ripped off, his
neck was bent at a peculiar angle, and bloody feathers
lay everywhere. Tears beaded my eyes and ran silently

machine

down my

side

bird Fluffy.

Zack looked

me

at

Aren't you proud of me?

knew what

loud thud.

once frisky

I

meowing

Httle bird.

his

I walked back into the
room. Zack peeked at me from behind the couch
hopes he would escape any further punishment. I was

sobbed.

so angry.

The

my body vibrated like an elecmy mind was to mutilate this
my bird who had lived here two

insides of

trical current. All

cat as he

I

had done

had
to

in

years before this feUne was ever thought of.

Hell flew into me.
I

literally

picked

bed Zack's

tail

it

The couch

up and

with

my

set

it

felt like

to

my

right hand.

I

a cottonball as
I

grab-

his

body

left side.

swung

repeatedly against the wall and each time the wall and
his

but

body colHded, he would
I

With one foot on top of the basket

hit the side

yelp.

He

of his face as hard as

tried to bite
I

could with

it

I

plugged the vacuum in

on. Zack's eyes were ruby-red.

back stood straight up.

He

to

The hair on

ran round and round,

When I finally gained my composure, I let Zack go.
The whole time I was raging out of control, Mike sat on
the couch and read the newspaper, occasionally glancing over the top corner to see what I was doing to the
creature then. As Zack made his getaway, his body was
wet with perspiration, his walk was wobbly, and saliva
ran from the corners of his mouth.
I know what I did to Zack was cruel. Cats are also
well known for having a mind of their own. Not this cat,
for when I speak to him now, he does what I tell him

living

in

loudly.

jumped up and down. He hissed and he spit. I took the
hose and stuck it in between the holes of the plastic
hamper. The hose attached itself to the fur on Zack's
back. The vacuum cleaner strained as Zack went beserk.

flushed what remained of him

I
I

and sprinted

I

and turned

I

got a paper towel and gently picked up the

the toilet while

floor,

turned the plastic hamper up-

then chased Zack around the room.

I

was doing, I grabbed the cat by the loose flesh behind his ears and threw
him across the room. He slammed into the wall with a
I

quickly

grabbed the dirty clothes

I

prevent any escape attempts,

screamed! Before

down

down and

I

I

When finally caught him, forced him into the basket.
He looked like a caged animal at the zoo. Zack was

to say, "I killed him.

think?"
I

middle of the living room floor,

back to the Hving room.

did very well, don't you

I

in the

hamper, dumped the clothes on the

with blue eyes and meowed,
if

was bleeding. Suddenly the thought occur-

walked to the bathroom.

cheeks.

cocking his head majestically as

I

me as I dropped Zack

torture

our clothes and then meet his parents and our two
children at a restaurant for lunch.

until

to the floor. I knew how to
him even worse than physically hitting him.
Running to the bedroom, I dragged the vacuum cleaner
out of the closet. If there was one thing in this world
Zack feared, it was the vacuum cleaner. Dropping the

day he almost lost one of his nine lives.
My husband Mike and I had come home to change

when

paws were spread wide open,
tliat scratched my hands and

exposing sharp white claws

me,

with fear in his eyes.

my

5
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On
The wind
it

the

Edge of Insanity

rips across the fabric

cuts through

my

of twilight

marrow.

I have sailed across the sea of infinity
to this place.

I

am

and

skilled in death with hand, foot,

tool.

Blood has flowed freely on

my

travels to

this place.

I have battled across the plain of Bloodthorn
to this place.

Death

always lurking to take her

is

lot.

Searching inside I found nothing to

my

calm

being.

I have seen the full devastation of death.
I have seen heroes melt away
with the dreams of a dying world.

I have seen dark powers consume lands

Goodness

Many
in my

dies.

nights the wind
ear:

cries blood;

of

God forsakes
it

twilight whispers

heaven

us;

shall be forbidden to

all.

I fall and tremble; blood and tears fall.

No

comfort

in this

damned place.

Yes, I search inside

into the turmoil

This

myself looking

of my darkened

soul.

damned place has changed my

perspective.
It is the

only thing that holds

me

together.
It is the

only logical way; survival

replaces hope.

Death has driven
holds

me

the edge

here:

me

here; but life

on the edge; on

of insanity.

Robert Van Meir
College Transfer
7

ROSE PETALS
Mitch Kehan
College Transfer

I've always

been a self-styled person

unusual

— the type peo-

Bohemian, and I purposely seek out
to date. Mary and I were finishing our

ple used to call

women

marihuana cigarette, debating the politics of being
a vegetarian, and enjoying a pleasant afternoon at the
local cemetery. I thought our first date was going

of conversation

number.

— until
was

I

New

it

living in

Jamestown, a small

city in

York, whose people prided themselves

dinary.

Home

roll

me

men

listless

in

my

was.

I

me

noticed her eyes follow

I

being checked out? Just to

make

as

just as

sure,

I

my

Mary was

every move.

she was the most different person

I

paused

in front

a

common

later that

"Where do you want

would ever meet.

ethnic background in the Northeast;

replied, as naturally as rain. It

to

go for a

As

it

first

date, but

found a

woman

selling

I

would use to meet

and

strutted to

I

bought one of the

little

plants

Mary's booth.

"I Hke your pool,"

I

"but

it's

missing

"What?"
plant,"

I

plant and placed

said proudly, as
it

presented the

little

on the redwood deck of the

little

I

pool.

"This

is

the best

come-on

I've ever seen."

Her smile

betrayed her.

Mary was

lovers
far

I

asked.

as

seemed

like

an odd place

agreed.

eye

the

It

its

winding paths, young

their babies in strollers,

walked hand

imaginable.

in

could

looked

and young

hand. There were rolling
see

like the

hills

as

and the greenest grass
countryside of Scotland,

The

city

simply lacked good

We sat under a tree to rest for a while. Mary brought
out some marihuana from her

mammoth

shoulder bag,

handed me some rolling papers and asked me to roll
one. Although I wasn't experienced at that sort of thing,
I

told her,

something."

"A

mothers pushed

her.

minature plants, potted in

tiny decorative vessels the size of small teacups. Struck

with sudden inspiration,

wrote

turned out, the graveyard was a very beautiful

parks.

I

I

place where cyclists cruised

except for the tombstones.

plan-

I

go?"

to

colors they used to paint old photographs with.

it

ned out the special approach

I

"I'd like to go for a walk in the graveyard," she

was her manner of dress that was unique. She
wore an antique dress from the late twenties and black
granny shoes. It was as if she'd stepped magically out of
the past. Her faded dress, pale complexion and light
reddish hair reminded me of the muddy-looking water
but

week and arranged a

me directions to her house, which

measure of privacy.

different. Indeed,

Her hair was strawberry blonde and her white skin
was peppered with pale freckles. I figured her to be
Irish,

She gave

—

of a store window and studied her reflection. She was

watching

phoned her house

green plants in her windows; these plants offered a fair

passed by.

I

I

date.

I

Jamestown.

saw Mary, looking

right.

Was

booth. Endless droves of

During a newsbreak, I walked to Woolworth's for a
Two booths away, seated behind a miniature
pool,

was

I

to read

soda.

swimming

I

bored as

how

with plump wives and dirty children were

typical of the depressing sameness of

Fadale, 257-6116, after 11 a.m."

Irish.

on the piece of dark pink paper. Her directions were
clear and precise, so I had no trouble finding her house.
Her house was unique, as I imagined it might be. Most
of the upholstered furniture was ultra modern, while the
smaller items like chairs and tables were all antique. The
imported rugs on her floor were old and threadbare, her
walls were painted in dark colors, and they were covered
with real art not the stuff found in stores. Her windows had no drapes. Instead, she kept dozens of healthy

of insulation or build a log home.

on a

People stared at

the R-value

"Mary

in being or-

was assigned to broadcast at the Chataqua
and Gardens Show. My guests on the remote
lively topics like

sta-

western

I

broadcast were discussing

got the courage to ask for her phone

tionery.

She was

got weird.

I

offered her mine, but she protested.

"I never call men. You'll have to call me."
She scratched her name on a piece of dark pink

third

well

I

did a pretty fair job.

our

We smoked pot and talked about

common interests. We both

liked

New Wave music,

classical and jazz, we were both vegetarians, we both
read books, and neither of us owned a television. When
we were quiet, we stared into each other's eyes as young
lovers do. I noticed she didn't wear a speck of make-up
or put anything in her hair to make it stay in place. She

didn't even shave her legs. She didn't have to; she

was a

natural beauty.
right.

It

was the best come-on

in the

was pleased with myself
for being so clever, although I was a Httle sad that
•nobody was there to write it down. After a few minutes
history of mankind. Naturally

I

She asked

if I'd

ever heard an Irish folk song. She

sang a song about a young

man who

left

Ireland during

the famine, hoping to be able to send for his wife
children, but

8

knowing they would probably

and

die before

found by a homicidal groundskeeper,

he could return for them. The song was indescribably
would rather have been through the
I

thinking

depressing.

famine.

To make

matters worse, the pot was wearing

how wrong

although

all

flowers.

We resumed our walk. As lovely a place as it was, it
was beginning to look more like a graveyard to me.
Mary knelt beside a new grave. There was a pile of

While driving home,

wilted flowers covering a

mound

ment,

I

regretted

dead rose petals she plucked from the stranger's grave.
She explained she needed the rose petals to complete an

view mirror, as

old Irish craft.

pieces of paper

me more good

"They'll do

rationalized as she lifted

As

I

I

than they'll do her." she

more of

looked from side to

was

a grave robber,

I

— earUer than

Perhaps

it.

if

tore

it,

into small

it

mo-

into the wind. For a fleeting

it

had over-reacted. Maybe

I

narrow minded.

just being

had planned.

I

found the piece of dark pink

looked in

I

might be able to find

I

all

my

rear-

the

little

and tape them back together, but each

time a car passed, the small pieces of dark pink paper

the dark red petals.

side,

home early

and threw

pieces,

She began fiUing a small zippered pouch with

earth.

took Mary

paper with her phone number on

of freshly turned

couldn't help

I

like

I felt

we were taking were worthless dead

off.

I

was.

this

sailed

hoping not to be

through the

air in

every direction, falling back to

the street, just like rose petals.

CLASSMA TES
Lynn Bryan
College Transfer

Fear can do some strange things to a person.
drive a person to have hives, insomnia,
butterflies in the

Recently

stomach.

and

know of what

I

It

That second student

can

knows

speak.

I

Take a look

at

my

studious and makes the most

going to be a long four years,

it's

The guy

classmates. See the eighteen year

works

old in the front row? I'm referring to the one with the

is

bright.

But he probably

at night, attends

why

the one with those great Calvin Kleins. She's not me.

a wife and two small children.

Behind her

tacts

sits

a quiet student, five feet two inches

with chestnut hair.

You can

tell

so much. She's a good student

who

Next

a young

is

As

takes great notes.

my

Wonder why
Next
2 to

1.

is

it.

Now

insight.

first

of

to raise her

The

last

the reason I'm attending college

is

female

lot

But working

full
I

courses

time and

gave up,

I

have learned that

I

of great experience, but without a

my

it.

If

nothing

time

this

I'm determined to

He

starts

Fear can do some strange things. But for

me

it

become an

ally.

want very much.

And

it

I

will

keep

It

oldest.

But

I

has helped

me from

It

me

has

has

to reach out for

made me less

quitting again.

At

37,

on campus, but neither
bet I'm one of the most driven.

the youngest student

9

know

fall.

something

now. She may never.

else,

my

I

son does!

education before

from

As for that first girl, her parents want
have a good education before she's out on her
it

have a

college in the

other students'.

own. But she doesn't appreciate

my own

paid for

last time.

me.

is

different

I

I'm going to make

son have experienced that much?

her to

I

better.

I'm back for the

my life.

complete

seems to have a story about every topic. Could any per-

And

at

First

played around and was put on

I

degree, experience seems worthless.

come out backwards. She

it.

And

school before.

in

don't want to work for five dollars an hour for the rest

hand. She's the really obnoxious type. Sometimes she

You've probably guessed

job-he has
means of

their only

time after one semester.

this

another female. They outnumber males here

so fast, her words

He is

attending night school was never easy. Again

he's so tired? Extra curricular activities?

She's always early to class and

tries to talk

He

His infrequent input

shows great

usually

last.

was each of these students.

I

much

overseas and did

man who sits slouched in his seat.
He comes late to class and

conversation

the

been

I've

parents sent me.

(Doesn't that hurt his spine?)

into

for me,

academic probation. Then

her only vice. Definitely not me.

usually sleeps through most of

never

he's tired in class. But he can't quit the

sometime or other,

But she rarely offers to contribute to the classroom conis

will

support.

she's wearing con-

by the way she blinks. Vanity makes people endure

versation. Timidity

she doesn't

school during the dav. That's

golden hair, flawless skin, and firm bottom. Yes, she's

tall,

if

quit to get married. It's a lot safer than school.

started college.

I

is

of her time. She's putting herself through school and

even

yes,

cocky.

I'm not

am

I

the

Statue of St. Francis, photograph
Liz Meador, Instructor, English Department
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SESTINA TO
Your grey
Despite

ST.

serenity gives

tlie

FRANCIS

me

peace

world's perpetual hatred.

In your right hand the cross of love

Or could

be, inverted, the

it

Slashing infidels?

Armed

No more

protection or

Your prayer of

life

no

sword of injury

giving

rest eternal?

eternal

Plays counterpoint to your gaze of peace

That blank

inscrutability giving

Both light and shadow to a hatred
That chooses to continue injury
Forgetting messages of love.

wound and

Others

give us injury

Indifferent to a Hfe eternal

Just as

we respond with hatred

Never finding instruments of peace,
Never seeking the

relief

Never ready for your

of giving

gift

of love.

Can we ever know the love,
The kindness you propose our
Celebrating

life

giving?

eternal

Allaying microcosmic injury

When we

kneel in prayer of peace

Then we cause an end of

hatred.

Your hooded, robed figure giving
Respite from this life of injury
Leads

me

to belief eternal,

Knowledge of a

One

Brings

Arm

perfect love.

that discourages hatred

me

to your perfect peace.

us then against this hatred

Gainsay us from giving injury

Make
Joy,

us

all

self,

— forgiving, giving

and love

eternal.

Let the cross guide us to love

Let the dove's flight signal peace.
In a world freed from

its

hatred

Ever-reigning truth and love
All

from you who give us peace.
Liz

Meador

Instructor

Liberal Arts Department
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Paula Blanchard, College Transfer
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A TERMINAL DISEASE
Judy

Perkins

T.

College Transfer

As my husband and
the

fall

I sit

by the fireplace

of freezing rain drops,

calm our

life is

calm man

how

now. In a a few short weeks
be gone.

will

think

I

My

listening to

peaceful and
this relaxed,

husband has a highly con-

tagious but curable disease.

This disease

seasonal.

is

It is

called planting time.

The incubation period for this disease lasts about four
weeks and usually begins in February. The factors contributing to this disease begin to show themselves subtly
the

at first:

robin of spring prances across the

first

lawn; the yellow jonquils push through the ground; and
the sun's appearance

Until the

the

first

seed

first

is

longer and

warmer each day.
and

disk blade cuts the cold, dark soil

a normally calm,

planted,

is

sweet,

moving from one endless
job to another. There are too many chores to be done
and too few hands to do them. The one catching the
loveable husband

brunt of

move

is

frantically

this sickness is the wife,

who

suddenly cannot

enough or do anything quite right.
After the first seige of symptoms, the disease eases
fast

up, enabling the crops to be planted without the loss of
friends

and before the wife goes to divorce court.

As soon

as the last kernel of corn

beans

final bushel of

minates

leaving

is

is

planted or the

in the field, the disease ter-

an elated

but

very

tired

man

to

recuperate.

After a few weeks my farmer will come in for lunch
and announce with a proud twinkle in his eye, "Corn's
up!" The glow in his eye tells me all the effort put in this
crop (breakdowns, delays, and weather worries) have
been worth the final reward.

The only treatment

for planting disease

large supply of patience

band

will recover

is

love and a

and understanding.

completely. There

is

My

hus-

no permanent

cure or immunity to this disease. In a few months he will

have the same ailment again. Long hours, little sleep,
and market price worries all add up to hectic frustration.

When

it's

finally over, there

it is,

that special sign of

proud accomplishment between man and nature. The
self-satisfying spirit

me

realize

how

I

lucky

see in
I

am

13

my

husband's eyes makes

to be this farmer's wife.
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AT THE OPERA
FOR

I

AM YOUNG AND RESTLESS

ALL BY MYSELF
WATCHING AS THE WORLD TURNS
WHILE I'M STANDING STILL
LOOKING AT THE GUIDING LIGHT
THAT LEADS ME DOWN A HILL
AS I CLIMB UP INTO

ANOTHER WORLD
I

AM SEARCHING FOR TOMORROW
FOR I ONLY HAVE
ONE LIFE TO LIVE
FOR ALL MY CHILDREN
ARE THE LOVE OF MY LIFE
AND AS I NOW STAND
AT THE EDGE OF NIGHT
I SHALL STAY HERE
AT THE OPERA
Lauretta B.

Ward

Computer Programming

TURKEY

Turkey, computer drawing
Diane Scherzer, Executive Secretary^
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GUYS
Shevonia Hodges
College Transfer

There are nice guys

in this world. Like, well, just say

there are gentlemen in this world.

but some better than others.

when

I

think of guys:

nice

None

all

Two words come

and

repulsive.

with a

too perfect,
to

I'm going to

at four basic types.

The number one type
Have you

couldn't keep his

is

the one-track-mind guys or

ever gone out with a guy

The end of your

his face.

who

hands off you? These guys are so

want either money or sex or both. They
you like the back yard stray dog play with you,
feed you (every once in a while), and leave you alone a
while. This type of guy will say, "Everybody is drinking
beer" or "Everybody is having sex, why don't you?
You don't want to die a virgin." Say "Yes, I do" and

who never has time for friends,

leave that fellow alone.

"nice guy." There

disgusting; they

—

treat

The next type

is

example:

"Mom,

I

After

has a

places

dress

lookmg

joint, so

I

friend thinks

he takes out one,

lights

it

it's

information on bad guys, you are pro-

is

on the way

everyone
is

in the

likes;

he

is

form of a guy. But he
just a plain ordinary

hope, ladies. Listen up now.

can't even write,

A nice

let

alone say.

He dresses better

— he makes you ashamed to wear even the new

you bought today, and

week's

somebody's unwanted animal, and smelUng just as
bad. After the initial shock is over, your mom says,

Your boy

He is just

guy knows of many more restaurants than McDonald's,
Burger King, Hardee's, and Wendy's. He knows of

An

suit.

He

is

gentleman every

like

have a

title

than you

"Let's have dinner."

all this

despair; help

want you to meet so and so

clothes,

especially you.

bably saying, "I'm never going out again." Wait, don't

tonight."

"O.K., Honey."
An hour later here he comes, torn

has ar-

a too-smart guy.

just as bad. This one just doesn't

These are the "don't care" guys.

give a

life

you think as your father looks at you, red-faced
and eyes bulging.
Type three is that boy you met at college who never
has time for you because of his other friend, EngUsh lit.
He always has a book to read. When you're together he
makes you feel dumb by asking you, "What is the circumference of the moon?" or some such question. You
start feeling like "I wish it was another girl instead of
another French test." This guy is a regular studyhoUc

We will now begin our in-depth look

the sleez-balls.

on

grin

rived

mind

take you on an unforgettable tour; I'm going to try to
teach you a lesson.

silly

doesn't exist.

that perfect

woman

he

all

man

wants.

He will one day,

wearing

is

in

your eyes, that

Face

it

up, looks at

up,

your father and says, "Puff, Pop? Pass the potatoes"

maybe even before you

he

ladies,

but today stick with what

you've got and pray for the best. In time he

time to

is last

die.

Guys

will

show

— you can't

with 'em and you sure can't Uve without 'em.

live

Whew!

Basic Shapes, pencil

Edna Morris, College Transfer
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Elric of Melnibone, pencil
Robin Hare, Adult Education
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MOSELEY,

1970

Dave Meador
Forestry Instructor

A

The only real difference between Moseley and O. W.
Ball Lumber Company lies in the fact that Moseley
shows up on the Virginia state highway map. When the
sawmill

is

running

at full throttle

fresh pine sap rides the breeze,

women

through their sweat, and their

when some

smile,

and a

lot

feller

when orders

as

much and Mr.

are slow coming, folks don't grin

Bates

of groceries on the

down

at the store

some time. Bill says
makes such statements.

has to put a lot

Some

summer, a small knot
on the equally weathered

-

He

and Smokers Club holds sessions nearevery day, holding forth with some gusto on subjects

-

Hitch up to the wagon

Spitters

to

up

Last week

day

—

I

and Lord knows what

Lumber Company

else,

and he has worked

for nearly forty years.

He

wagon."

—

shirt, his

and old

as he does,

horse's

brown look equally worn. For a buggy whip he

which

is

hickory switch, and as he

War

is

rolls

the best of us. Bill-Buck,

who

Brother, and sometimes Dave,

his

down

the road, the sound

half-interestedly.

Val Jones

puts in

movements

wood along with
me Junie, James,

his

is

one of Moseley's more worthy

own admission Val

from an ochre

sling

calls
is

his

and

on gravel and dogs barking

that of iron wheel rims

bably not quite as old as

man, he can

forever. Joe's black

uses a short piece of frayed trace tied to a twisted

and me

pulpwood; and although

thus:

battered pipe streaming lazy ribbons

By

to load

blue

it

usual slouch railroader's hat, faded overalls

a good day's labor, most often helping Shorty, Junior

are those of an old

in

behind him. His box wagon looks to be as weathered

for Ball

still

in his

and work

turned seventy-

a veteran of World

fitful

—

—

Bill is

get-

Uncle Joe Henning occasionally rides past the
woodyard on his wagon, sometimes to get a load of
stove wood up at the planer, sometimes to pick up a
load of hay, sometimes who knows.... He came by to-

him twice across the belly with a hunting knife with
somewhat less than serious results whereupon he clobbered her with a wine bottle. Bill-Buck says she was a
mean woman anyway; they moved away a few days ago.
Whites and blacks seem to mingle freely around
Moseley. One of the most interesting people is Billseven Sunday a week ago.

have to go." In

mark of approval an "OK"
lumber crayon. Most often, however, he writes

ing and, so I'm told, for whatever the reason, she sliced

man who

to the ass

writes his official

sometime the chicken lady and her man had been drink-

Buck, a white-bearded black

"I'm

On pulpwood cars which pass his careful inspection
who calls his knuckles African soup bones,

on the road and through the woodyard,

than residents, are a rough crew:

depending

to go, "or

Bill-Buck,

and every afternoon boys walk-amble-hurry by with
fishing poles. The younger married couples, more transients

— meaning,

times he modifies this expression to "Hitch

the community's dozen or so houses. Older kids ride
their bicycles

when he

soda out of a biscuit

steal

ting out of here," or "I

huge dusty, grassy yards of

Little children play in the

as a

could

on the context, "it's time

me. From atop my railcar load of
pulpwood I sometimes watch them through the heat as
they sit in quiet huddle or lurch and strut about, arms
flailing, telling whatever it is that old men talk about.

unknown

has been dead

serious

wedge

Dead

store's red maple. This

Moseley

is

Bill-Buck quotables:

-

sit

bench under the old salvage
ly

the fellow

for

ticket.

men

who

particular time, but always a person

In this screen-door-and-flies

of weathered old

of indeterminate

—

But when Ball Lumber has to shut down for a

while, or

man

friend of his, a white

saw us while driving over the crossing and shouted
a few words to Bill. When the man had passed. Bill
chuckled and said that the man used to drink a lot but
had overcome his problem. For whatever the reason,
however, he often will say that John is coming next Friday to see him always naming a specific person and a

can find a drink of decent whiskey without much trouble.

were loading wood

I

age,

and the pungence of

Moseley men laugh a

few days ago Bill-Buck and

cap.

an institution here at

skull,

He most

I

is

am. His snaggle

teeth grin

topped by a crimped blue baseball

often wears an orange shirt with the

up and blue serge

sleeves rolled

citizens.

sixty-six years old, pro-

britches safety-pinned

and he keeps the place going. On payday Friday
afternoons he always admonished the hands to report to
him on Monday morning clear-eyed and ready for

tightly

around

strides

about

work. Wherever Bill-Buck goes, Sandy, his old red
husky, is sure to be close at hand-find one and you can

there

find the other.

shingle shack just below the sawmill, behind a ten-foot-

the mill

his ankles; in the cool

of the morning he

in a high school athlete's jacket.

Val, like Moseley's other old timers,
is

some question

time job.
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He and

is

retired

and

as to whether he ever held a full-

perhaps a wife

live in

a tar-paper and

load at a time.

The chief interests

Beyond its initial veneer of quaintness Moseley has a
dark red elemental soul. Bill-Buck is the number one

arm

high stack of firewood which he has amassed one

seem to be

in Val's life

walking to Midlothian via the railroad tracks,

and carrying those half dozen short board loads of
heater wood on his hip from the planer. Ellis or Billy
Skipper would be glad to haul him an occasional dump
truck load of odds and ends from the trim saw, but he
refuses to allow the truck on his land. He once fired a
shot over Pun'kin's head for attempting such a favor.
A while back we were sitting on a pack of lumber in

when Val ambled

the shade eating lunch

by. After

the back of his house.

over the Ocean on the back of a bumble bee.

mon

his seat.

He

and call up

the dogs." Perhaps a

O., one fine machine doctor,

keyed,

and he constantly

everybody laughing

and cohort

at

Tommy

little

is

casion.

a

ears

He and

to

go considerable effort to play a
someone— and on each other.
Yestiddy-yesterday;

among

especially
-

Gray

rat—Omar
a

is

general

man

mighty

than
it is

Ball

common

term

monkey.

monkey get
monkey—work-

that

when

Coley seems most con-

work

and wave

to grin

the afternoon freight rolls

diesel's horn.

at the

by-and

the

Lewis works on the greenchain at

Mr. Ball as

Cap'n. Slim cooks his bachelor meals on a

wood

his

stove

shack behind the saw shop while dogs sniff

summer, the sheds and shops of

Ball

blink

their

in

the

afternoon sun,

times are changing

overheated and

cannot work, that monkey got him.
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will stop

machines aged and aging.

rather than the

man becomes

half-wit.

around the door. And while little kids chase each other
and out of this screen-door-and-television-Moseley-

sometimes heard when it is hotter
and the work is heavy. Curiously

If a

times and old times keep an uneasy truce at

in

occasionally in refer-

monkey

a white

leather in the sun. All the mill hands address

in

is

usually that

is

a hand, his black shoulders glistening like well-oiled

admonitions warning someone to

hell

shut.

he will stack fresh-sawn red oak crossties by himself all
day long and laugh whenever anyone offers to give him

be careful of the sun. The monkeys are

dancing

his

engineer always answers with a wave and a blast of his

use,

Monkey-a term heard

ing

doing he

engineer

on

-

you, or Watch out for that

mouth

he keeps

lot if

tent cleaning out ditches with a shovel; but whatever he

his best friend

-

let

his

knows, and

that he

sixty-one years old,

seem to faze Coley, our

J.

meaning askew or crossed up. Pulpwood
can be cattybiased on a railroad car.
So hot that a lizard can't breathe-Pete Wells
ence to the heat: Don't

Worsham,

tells all

can learn a

the sawmill, and although he can neither read nor write

rather

Cattybiased-seemingly

feller

and eyes open and

Modern

the older folks

as an old mill

seems that no one

Moseley. The skull-splitting whine of the planer doesn't

Mosely-isms:
-

is

useful junk plunder or truck.

keep

practical joke

may be

pulpwood cutter, an old-time hard worker with little use
for modern times. He calls his barnful assortment of

Payne, strawboss at the sawmill,

will

Some

tales

It

Willis

easy-going and low-

fabricates

each other.

I,

some

Nancy

granddaughter

Bill-Buck's

properly so, but a

on the fire

younger than

least

reported to have taken on five boys at a time on one oc-

The world, he said, has
six corners and the North Pole is on the very last one,
past New York and next to West Virginia somewhere.
J. O. Hatcher, mechanic and general fix-it man at
the mill, used an expression new to me: "If Bill-Buck
as well piss

diverson; Slim says he has seen a couple of hun-

forthcoming.

didn't get too close to the edge of

we might

thereabouts are

the great joy of it— and for whatever presents

the ocean for fear of falling off.

ever leaves the planer,

men

of the young ladies of Moseley and environs screw for

of cattle in the water and the steers tried to knock

him from

of the

dred dollars in a pot. If ears truly reveal, at

is

He saw

Many

rumheads who probably could hold no job other than
country sawmill work. Crap games, quietly, are a com-

around, he warmed up and allowed that once he flew

lot

the hands slip

off between the lumber stacks to pay their respects at

some

of the usual bullyragging which goes on when Val

number of

bootlegger; at dinner time a

sitting,

And

Lumber creak and
tin

as Willis

rusty,

Worsham

their

says,

— times ain't like they used to be.

YOU WILL NEVER HAVE A BABY
Vickie Davis

College Transfer

am

"I

sorry Mrs. Davis.

It

appears you

someone who could not have a baby.
The more I thought about this, the more determined I
was that I could have a baby.
The next day I went to another doctor. I told him of

never be

will

characteristics of

able to have a baby." Stunned, devastated, and emotionally shattered at the doctor's words,

in

left

I

a

do not remember driving home. My mind was
filled for the next three months with questions. Why
had I lost my second baby? The first time the doctor had
convinced me that a miscarriage was nature's way of
stupor.

I

dealing with a pregnancy that should not be.

my

believed

I

history,

"one of those things." I
was almost five months pregnant and had lost another
baby. I convinced myself there was an explanation, a
reason for my two tragedies.
The three months had passed and it was again time
for an appointment with my doctor. Knowing by now
him. But now,

it

was not

pUght.

He

listened diligently as

recalled the painful

1

memories of the past year of my life. After I had related
to him every detail and had given my family's health

my

Upon completion of
me on the

doctor examined me.

the examination, he rose, smiled, patted

just

me

shoulder, and told

come

to

to his office

when

I

had

My

mind was running rampant as I hurried to
With a concerned look the doctor stated,
"Mrs. Davis, you have a weak uterus. This means that

dressed.

hear

my

fate.

during pregnancy,

at a certain point, the uterine walls

my problem, went to his office with
optimism. After my examination,
anxiously awaited
the doctor's explanation of my losses. "You are fine,

become weak,

Mrs. Davis. Your body has

strengthen blood vessels. If you take this as prescribed,

he had diagnosed

I

by

I

This was

all

the

man had

fully

to say!

his explanation,

immediately bom-

"Why? There must be a
me what I can do to keep this horrible thing
from happening to me again."

until a heart beat

reason! Tell

a baby."

no reason.
adopt.

It

may

not be the end of your world, but

Within a month

In time
I

until after the fifth

it is

and with

my

to get

really believed that

good

life,

smoke.

I

went— all was

managed
I

life

together. But

could not have a baby.

ate right, got

enough

rest

and

I

doctor sent

never

exercise, did not

was healthy. These did not sound

will

me

there!

my

like the

The

rest

due date

I

I

have ourselves

I

thanked the

I

followed the

was holding

my

I

still

breath

had three months to go. The

for an ultra-sound test, thinking

of

activity

good news.

the

was pregnant again.

miscalculated the date.

lived a

I

well!

more.

month. The sixth month came and
I was so huge. 1 looked as if it was

time for delivery and

husband's understanding and

my

I

tell

doctor's instructions exactly.

the end of mine."

guidance,

and avoid strenuous

can be detected, we

doctor and hurried off to

is

one of those things. You could
not the end of the world."

me

tell

megadoses has been proven to

Elated with such a positive attitude,

It's just

It is

"Bull!

"There

in

quit your job, rest often,

barded him with questions.

All of the doctor's answers were negative.

urged the doctor to

I

"Ascorbic acid taken

recovered." Period.
I

resulting in loss of the fetus." Impressed

my

We had

not.

I

we had

had two babies

delivered

two

beautiful, healthy girls.

THE BABY
Precious baby

You

Child so dear

by eyes alone

my

or by a heart

So God will then
give you to me.

I

cannot see you.

Are you near?
I

feel

your presence

can't be seen

that's

made of

But a heart

I

stone.

with tenderness

an infant heart

with your beauty

so small, so sweet.

God

heart might be

Even now
when I'm asleep
I dream that you
are mine to keep.

filled

hear the beat,

pray that pure

will bless.
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in

pregnancy went perfectly, and on

In
I

my dreams

touch and

feel

For precious baby,

you are

real.

Sherry Barnes

Accounting

MY

FIRST

ENCOUNTER WITH DEATH

THE BEST THINGS

Murray D. McLean
Technical

Technical

The

The Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away. I
remember when we were Hving in Brooklyn, New York,
in April of 1973. While I was playing with some friends
at a neighborhood laundromat, my baby brother came

father,

I

day

So

from the

I

my

went next door to await

hospital.

father returned with

Approximately

my

later,

My

family and friends

L But in the eyes of
was a hardened criminal,
an outcast in the shadows of life. I lost my job and a
majority of my friends and family. My experience
proves that one misstep can ruin forever a wonderful
life, one which for thirty years had been carefully wellplanned.

Neither could

it.

I

Now I'm waiting and praying for the day when
I can be with my loves

I'm discharged from prison so
again. Life indeed

only

father's return

hours

3

country for three years. Then one

the other people in society,

it

arrived.

my

was charged with a crime.

couldn't believe

immediately took off running for home, hoping

was nothing serious. When I arrived at the house,
the room was full of law enforcement officers. I saw my
mother lying on the floor, bleeding profusely. I asked
what happened to her, and my father said that David (a
supposedly good friend and childhood playmate) had
stabbed her for no reason. I began to cry something
fierce. It seemed like an eternity before the ambulance
that

I

my life that took me years to build

had dedicated my life as a husband,
and a hard worker for fifteen years. I had given
I

loyal service to

me

bed.

best things in

are destroyed.

with tears in his eyes. When I inquired as to what
was wrong, he stated that our mother had gotten stabto

IN LIFE

Dawson

Bert

moments

is

valuable.

takes years to build but

It

to be destroyed.

my

mother's clothes in his hand.

I

my mother was coming
home. He solemnly repHed, "She isn't coming home." I
went to pieces after that. And that was my first encounter with death, one which I long to forget but I
immediately asked him when

don't think that

I

ever will.

BIKERS
Joseph Thorton
Technical

Once about
country on

eight years

my

perience that taught
as

Gallop,

New

I

look at me.

Now

I

find

my

ride.

had the misfortune of get-

But as luck had

it,

I

the wind. But

off and

and

just couldn't

my

bike.

usual wrench for this job. So there

the roadside in near 100 degree weather with

I

sat

hopefully!
to walk

As he

up

me

to him. Actually,

I

half expected

I

lost

down because of the

long beard

much

to

wrench.

I

my

all

surprise, he

met me about

started to explain about

He

me

looked

heat,

tangled and blown by

my

flat

over then looked at

rider, huh?" He asks.
"Yep," I say; "it's the only kind I'll ride."
The next words that came out of his mouth gave me
quite a shock. "Yeah, son," he says, "I used to own me
one of these a long time ago." Then as we were loading
my bike and gear into his truck, he told me he still had a

few old parts at his

home which

just

happened to be

about ten miles or so up the highway. Then he asked
I'd care to stop over for awhile

eat while
invite

I

repaired

my

and spent the

flat tire?

rest

and

he'll fix

Naturally

I

of the day at his

if

us a bite to

accepted his
little

house

checking over his old parts and hearing about the good
old days. Each time

a hand,

started to get out of the truck,

my

"Harley

along

my tools
Let me tell

all

and belongings strewn out beside the road.
you, I was Mad! More mad at myself than anything else
actually, but mad nonetheless. Cars and trucks were
passing me all the while; a few honked their horns at me
and they promptly received a hearty "middle finger
salute"! I had just given one of these to a teenager in his
spiffed up pickum-up truck when I realized that the next
oncoming vehicle was slowing down. Yep! It was a
pickum-up truck. Now check this out! Here's a little old
white-haired fellow, driving an old 1954 Ford pick-up
truck pulling over to the side to lend

hair all matted

halfway to his truck.
tire

tire

I

not to mention

normally, something like this

my

and take off, after he had had a good
was not such a pretty sight, grease all over

inside

my hands, my

thirty miles outside

wouldn't be a real problem. I'd take

thumb down a

ex-

people don't view bikers

was about

Mexico, when
tire.

jump back

had a pleasurable

I

me that all

bad people. Here

ting a flat

ago while traveling cross

motorcycle,

began

I

reflect

on

that misfortunes are not always

him to

neither are people!
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this

memory,

I

realize

what they seem and

DELIRIUM

In the cold hiatus

of your discontent,

you departed.
Should memory serve me,

was a day of

it

And

like

in a jar,

I

catch your

Not easy

To

stir

to rouse

DRAINROP

tried to

memory.

to put pen to paper.

bring forth

to

is

tarnish.

a butterfly

Crystalline sphere

Of

human emotion

Composed of
Complex simplicity.

a slumbering beastit

translucent purity

from the chamber

Electricity!
I

could never breathe

in.

Sparkles of

The room where darkness
in

comers

lurks

like blood-thirsty

Charge and discharge.
Riding on moon-beams

mosquitoes.

And

wind-wings

Compassumes
One way,

Herbie Capps

Goldsboro Writers' Group

Then another

Awash

with

Emphatic

insecurity.

Lucid-less

Cumulus
Father-mother

Showers

little

love.

Shared siblings abound

Not enough

To go around
To the sea
Of off-spring.
Crystalline
Pristine

dream

Prismatic

life

Goes flashing by
Time enough
For a

A

sigh,

simper,

Whimper,

as the end splatters,

Nothing matters now.

Don Smith
College Transfer
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DECORATIVE PINS
Johnny Golden Johnson
College Transfer

There are many new modes of dress and fashion
these days

The Deep Purple pin was purchased

many

and the combinations are almost Hmitless.

Some modes of

Germany.

fashion are specifically designed for a

I

my

flashy pins in this case.

wear was obtained

was there

Each of the three
and

in a different time, place,

my

1984 in the

in

Army

having the

life.

bands and

favorite rock

this pin

evil.

to me at
Army just

The Honorable Discharge pin was awarded

way.

The Rush pin was given

to

me

in 1981

by

my
me to

visit

cousin that lives in California. For

my

my

the end of

first

before

high school

him for
two weeks in the summer. Fred knew that Rush was one
of my favorite rock bands, so he picked the pin up for
me at one of the "in" record stores in San Francisco.
The pin shows an imploded star superimposed on the
word "rush," which is the band's name and trademark.
The star represents a mysterious black hole that is
charted in the constellation of Cygnus X-1. The band
has an album out called A Farewell to Kings which includes the song "Cygnus X-1." The song is about a
lonely star traveler of the distant future whose ship is
sucked into the black hole with frightful and mysterious
consequences. This is the symbolic meaning behind the
Rush star pin.
graduation present,

I

wildest times of

been partial to inanimate objects of sentimental value,
pins

one of the

Deep Purple is another of my
was derived from one
of their album covers. The pin shows a shapely warrior
princess riding a great winged stallion into combat
against evil. The stallion and princess are reared up on
the Deep Purple logo. The symbolic meaning of this pin
is the warrior spirit and the will to crush and destroy

Many are unisex and are worn by men
and women, teenagers and adults. The decorative pins
on the lapel of my black leather jacket are very stylish
and symbolic, and a story goes with each one.
I am somewhat of a "pack-rat" and have always
certain gender.

which are

at

beer festivals that are held in Kaiserslautern, West

parents sent

life.

my

left

I

enlistment in the United States

Germany

for

home and

the "easy" civilian

This pin shows a gold plated sunburst with a deep

red enameled core, superimposed on the figure of an

American Revolutionary soldier holding a musket. The
sunburst represents freedom and democracy. The red
core represents the bloodshed and ultimate price for
freedom, and the armed figure represents the key personage to this great nation's freedom, the American
soldier. I am most proud of this pin and the honor of
having been awarded it to wear proudly for the rest of

my

life.

Few people

realize

the sacrifices

soldiers of all branches, in peace

All three of these pins are very dear to me,

cherish

them

made by

and war.

and

precious jewels. They are

remembering fond memories of times gone by.
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I

will

my life as much as would
my means of retaining and

for the rest of

I

FOOTSTEPS FROM
Bob De Vault

1900

Electronics

It

was

difficult for

me to stay in the room with him.

wanted to

leave, to forget the hiss of the oxygen, but

was very

alert

alone.
tions,

When

and desperately anxious not to be

he was asleep,

memories of

I

his youth,

I hated it. Morphine helped him sleep and
became easier when he slept. I pressed my
head against the window, feeUng the cold glass and
looking at the grey color of late November. In the evening, my mother came with my wife, so I went out for a
walk. The cold of winter in a city at night is Hke no other

in the air, but

I

his breathing

he

left

could drift into recollec-

but when he was awake,

thought about the present. The doctor's

first

I

diagnosis

was heart trouble, and at 84 we could accept that, but it
was cancer, a rare type of cancer.
My mind uncontrollably brings the time in the
hospital to the present.

His mouth

ice.

Can

I

stop

it?

is

around, but

asking for small chips of

Why continue chemotherapy?
must be gentle with my mother. We will

decide together. Already the nurses have suggested with
great compassion that treatment be discontinued.

so

alert.

He

is

my

He

is

moves them at all. He sleeps on
and off, and when he sleeps, I remember jumbled
memories of the Conestoga wagons of his youth. He
was on a sheep ranch in 1900, the great-great-greatgrandson of Daniel Boone. His father was a rancher,
guide, hunter, and trapper. He learned some Spanish
from the Basque shepherds and rode their wagons. Oh,

asked the nurse

if

we could

"You

can't stay sick.

you!" The

hiss

You

I

I

need advice.

It

was only a

He

raised his head.

I

went to him. "Help,

I

knew two

things then:

and he became unconscious.
He would die soon; he would

not suffer again.
I

told

my

wife

I

was going to the dayroom. The

hospital halls were sterile, but there were pictures
walls.

hung

Bright
there.

oils,

on the

photographs, and abstract designs

There were small plaques by each picture

names and whom the pictures were
They were all in memory of the dead.
The dayroom was bright and cheerful. Night had come
outside. I heard music from a radio. It was just a noise,
vibrations in the air, sounds from no living thing. I talked with a family. The husband was near death. They
spoke of him quietly. There is a calm about people who
wait for death. I listened to them and I nodded my head
and smiled. Footsteps came down the hall. My wife
came in and quietly told me that my father was dead.
that told the donors'
in

need

of the oxygen was louder with the mask

than with the tubes.

cut the hospital I.D.

eyes rolled back in his head

switch

I

I

help," he barely said, his hand pointing to his heart. His

need you to come to North

can't die.

wanted the cold, but not

his wrist.

Please die.

from the oxygen tubes to a full mask. I asked if he could
He was very, very weak, this old, old
man. Some of my thoughts were foolish. I wanted to
Carolina with me.

I

walked

Morphine came every two hours, so he
slept more and more. "Kill me, kill me," he said once.
"I can't, Dad. I can't." Please, please go to sleep.

have a catherer.
say,

I

His body had begun to swell.

the western sky, shadowing the sheep as they passed.
I

so

loneliness,

from

how he loved the West. "In the early 1900s there was so
much space," he said. He drove the first family car
when he was 14. He hunted and fished, rode, and he
must have dreamed then when the clouds raced across
worse.

unavailable.

places

summer of 1918?

father. His lungs are filling. His legs

are so weak; he never

He was

all

many warm

and remembered. I
remembered the Salmon River, my 18-year-old father in
a government survey party. They went in on mules as
far as they could, and then on foot. Fishing on Sundays
in streams that had never been fished, campfires, steaming coffee, and sleep. What did he want for, then, in the
the

so dry.

is

I

He

cold, perhaps because there are so

noise, just vibrations
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memory

of.

WOMAN,

circa 1950

Sundress starched

Hair

set

Face painted
Nails polished

You

sit

House

idly rocking in the front

porch swing.

tidy

Floors swept

Windows washed
Clothes ironed

Meal cooked

You

sit

and

stare.

Children calm

Husband happy
All seems well.

But your raised arm reveals

A

long and jagged scar

Reminder of the night

You drove your

fist

Through the window beside your bed.
Screaming you woke
The wound deep
Blood and glass on floor and

sheets.

Doctor stitched

Nurse soothed

Husband hovered
Children cried

Town

whispered.

What Furies chased you in your dreams?
What Mount Vesuvian forces
Erupted deep within?

Were you

really the

same

After the lava cooled?

Marian Westbrook, Instructor
Liberal Arts Department
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Cat, photograph

Mike

Futrell,

Media Department

BARNABY THE CAT
Derreck Williams
Agricultural Studies

The cat is a very common pet among households.
Each cat has its own personality, looks, and quirks.
Some cats are fat, some slim, others afraid of
everything, and some that want to claw everything they
come in contact with. Barnaby is, or has been, all of
these at one time or another. Who knows what to expect

his surroundings.

next?

out of her domain like a horse from a starting gate,

Barnaby

is

an unusual-looking

cat.

He

He walked

out of the garage and

headed toward the woods behind our house.

know

at the time, but that

Maggie, our dog,

who was

is

He

did not

where the dog house was.

very playful and would not

hurt anything, not even a cat, noticed Barnaby heading

way and decided

her

to greet him.

Maggie came whaUng

barking and raising Cain. Barnaby did not

has a faded

know what

white streak along his back which gradually turns into a

to do, so he ran like crazy back to that basket, as if

hazy dark brown on

Maggie could not touch him

his underside with vertical streaks

that look like wet paint running.

white

feet.

The

inside of his ears

He
is

dark brown, and

if

one may be

looking up into a clear sky.

We

at the

bottom of a well

found Barnaby where

work; he was undernourished and weighed

less

I

than half

securities

had the energy to move. Now he weighs nearly four
pounds and would weigh more except he was run over

world.

we acquired him. He walks with a

If

cats are timid at first

I

about leaving that basket.

had a choice,

Many

I

would not trade Barnaby

for the

people have wanted to take him off of our

and yes—even
money. Barnaby is like a psychiatrist. When you need
someone to talk to and no one is around, find Barnaby
hands,

slight

limp, but at least he has energy to spare.

Most

like a dart,

to a sliding halt as if there

a pound. His coat was rough and tangled and he barely

shortly after

right

and
was a stop sign right in
front of it. They stared a deadly stare for a minute or
two, checking each other out. Then Maggie made her
move and slowly eased forward, sniffed and nudged
him as he was her own. Since that day there are no in-

came

this

color surrounds his eyes in a thin layer. His eyes are a
bright sky blue, as

Maggie ran

there.

behind Barnaby, straight to the basket

has beige legs with

around new people or en-

offering

other

He

pets,

vironment, but Barnaby was unusual. The only way he

and

would stay still when held was if he was cradled like a
baby in a shirt or towel. When we first brought him
home, he stayed nearly in the same spot at all times. He
has grown out of that stage now, wanders off without a
care in the world, and looks forward to being played
with. When Barnaby first arrived at his new home, there
was a basket with a blanket in it which was his safeplace. At any time when something would frighten him,
he would run as fast as he could back to his basket.
Once Barnaby thought he would be brave and explore

understands every word.

start

talking.

will

He

favors,

sit

and

stares

listen

as

directly at

if

he

your

mouth until you have expressed all of your thoughts.
Then some type of mental telepathy occurs and there is
hope of resolving the crisis no matter what it may be. It
is as if he possesses some type of all-knowingness.
Barnaby has many characteristics that anyone would
love to have in his cat. This unpredictable animal has
looks, personality,
there be!
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and telepathy:

what more could

Fireman, photograph

Mike

Futrell,

Media Department

A FIRE IN THE HOLE
Morris Pate
College Transfer
The Wayne County
fire

Two has caught on
The first time was on
fire was on March 30,

nothing

Landfill Site

December 31, 1985, and the last
1986. The landfill is in the fire district of Pikeville Pleasant Grove Fire Department. Having to respond to a
landfill fire

something dead follows one everywhere.
Everything one touches has mud on

can be a fireman's nightmare.

The sight of the smoke makes one feel small. It is as
and as dark as a winter night. The smoke towers
high in the air. It stands like a mountain. The trash is all
over the place. It is wall to wall. Tires, cans, and paper

are

The

lights brighten the darkest nights,

trucks are a glow of red fiashing lights.

The

and the

a mixture of sounds, and

all

The

mound

A

of dirt to the

all this

shouting

is

trucks

and by the end they are covered
is

deep

also.

The fireman can

hole and lose his whole

leg.

He

will

step

not stay

the time the fireman leaves, he will look like a

not have

down

mud

has dust on

it.

the path cause a duststorm.

to be done.
landfill

firetrucks.

pumper. Each truck groans as it is pushed to its limit. A
shouting contest is going on as each man tries to tell the
other what to do. While

By

work

the ears

of gallons of water up the towering

clean.

The

and last and last. The hours turn into days. It takes
about ten hours to fight this type of call. The fireman
cannot get away from the scene; there is just too much

of them are

sirens cut the still air like a knife. They pierce
and leave one's head ringing for days. The
trucks seem to scream as they try to take the thousands

loud.

mud

it.

The last and most important factor is the time. The
hours are long and dragged out. The fire seems to last

fire itself

away.
is

into a

mud

All the trucks rolling

puts off a powerful glow, which can be seen for miles

There

getting stuck,

mud snowman. What does

products cover the whole area. All this junk seems to be
fire.

all

with mud. This

thick

on

getting done.

is

The smell of smoke covers the air like a fog. The
smoke of the trash fills the air with a bad odor. The
smell is rotten, taking the breath away. The smell of

twice in the last four months.

A

going on.
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fire is just

One can

landfill fire

a lot of

only hope

it

mud,

lights,

and

does not happen again.

can mess-up one's whole day and night.

WALKING THE RAILHEAD
Michael Gray
Technical

The day I turned 17, I had the most embarrassing moment of my
life. It happened at the railroad tracks near one of my city's football
stadiums. I remember this day as clearly as if it just happened. A couple of friends and I had met near the stadium. Since it had snowed
about 6 inches that morning, we figured we might as well go out and
have some fun before our mothers banned us from going outside. We
all set out for a snowball fight that was scheduled across town at 12:00
a. m. As we left for the fight, everyone took it upon himself to play
follow the leader, and wouldn't you know, they picked "walking the
railhead. " That is the name we chose for the railroad track. Anyway,
one by one each of us crossed, giggling at one another along the way. I
started bragging about how I wouldn't fall off the rail first. As the
saying goes, "an empty wagon makes the loudest noise. " I slipped,

my arms, trying to catch my balance and screaming at the top
my
lungs.
I splashed into a pool of snowy sludge. The guys laughed
of

fanning

their eyes out. Can you imagine some of them taking that same fall?
Landing flat on their face, nothing showing but a toboggan? Floating
on top of the mush, I was mad and embarrassed. When I got out of
the sludgy snow, I looked like a wet sponge. What an embarrassing
moment. I guess I won 't brag any more.

WINTER OF

'71

Ernest Brewer
Technical
By

A

Bad Trip, but we'll leave it as is. It was a cold
winter in '71, but the part I remember most was I was living at Love Valley, North
Carolina, in a commune. Love Valley was a little western town where people came to
ride horses, have dances, look at the hippies, and a few other things I won't mention. Anyway, people drifted in and out all the time. One day these two ugly girls
came in from Atlanta, Georgia. They got up with me at the bar. We drank and talked; then they started talking about kidnapping me. Well, I didn't pay it any mind
until I woke up in the back seat of their car two days later out on 1-40 out of gas,
cold, and hungry. I looked up at these girls and they were so ugly they had to beat
their feet to make them go to bed with them. Then I decided it was time for me to
make a move so I did. I got out of the car and started walking in the snow and cold
back to N.C. From that day to this, when an ugly girl talks kidnap to me, I believe it,
all

rights this should

be

call

especially in the winter time.
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BEEP-BEEP-BEEP
Mike Futrell
Media Technician

lunch time.

It's

am

I

walking out of the building

work when the pager I'm wearing sounds off. A
voice comes over the pager teUing me that there is a
where

I

serves.

What

You

see,

I

am

to assist in times of

do not earn

cuing someone or extinguishing a life-threatening

a volunteer fireman.

are volunteer firemen

and how important are
cities and rural

they? Volunteer firemen protect small

communities. Another duty

is

to assist the Forest Ser-

and jdso

vice during forest fires

natural disasters. These volunteers
ing by fighting fires.

from

their

work or

When

some

you never have to worry about what
like. Day in and day out the
work is the same; there are no surprises and no changes.
But not so in the fire service, for every work day brings
new challenges and new dimensions to the job. In less
than ten minutes, volunteer firefighters in a given day
can go from performing their tasks on their jobs to res-

reported house fire in the district that our fire depart-

ment

be able to think clearly and act quickly under the strain
of hard physical labor and great personal danger.

their liv-

In

your day

jobs,

is

the alarm sounds, they dash

Fire fighting

homes

activities.

their

to the fire station.

going to be

is

fire.

one of the most important community

Firemen stand as the

first

Une of defense

Volunteer firemen spend an average of 100 hours or

against

more

community FIRE!!!
The next time you see a car or truck with red lights
flashing, remember that they are volunteers going to
help someone in a time of need.

and attending special schools to learn
the skills of firemanship and rescue techniques in order
to help people at fires, accidents, and other emergencies.

great

in training

While learning to apply these under the
danger,

fatigue,

and

excitement,

strain of

volunteer

firemen are also taught the importance of teamwork
while fighting a

fire

To do their
work together quickly and

or rescuing someone.

task successfully, they must
efficiently. All firemen,

whether paid or volunteer, must

one of the most serious dangers that can

threaten a city or

You

—

could say volunteer firemen are local heroes—

someone who would take time out from what they are
doing to help someone else any time of the day or night.
"BEEP-BEEP-BEEP, car overturned Highway 70
and 581." On my way again!!

MY TRIBUTE TO GRANDMA
Mary Jo Clark
College Transfer

Her name was Mary Elsenheimer. At the age of
fourteen she travelled alone to America by ship from

green; the living

Czechoslovakia. She married a Czech immigrant in

hand- tatted

Traverse City, Michigan, and bore him eleven children,

Wood-plank

the youngest of

my

whom

my

is

relish

schoolbooks

wanted to "drink and run wild" instead of
helping out. During cherry-picking season every sum-

curious

Henrietta

several sons

fields.

My father was a military man and we lived in several
states

through the years. Whenever possible.

leave

and

piled wife, kids,

and

Dad took

suitcases into the 1960

wagon to drive
Grandma's house

red and white Plymouth station

for

miles, whistUng all the way, to

in

Traverse

City.

Once

our

there,

Grandma welcomed

stout,

attic

Elsenheimer,

where

pickalilly

room brimmed with

names

bearing

and

like

old

and
cuttings and

Bernadette

boxes of lace

and timeworn letters from
Czechoslovakia ("Anna ist Krank").
Outside we daydreamed and played with paper-dolls
under the weeping willow trees, and Grandma permitted
us to romp and munch in her vast garden of tomatoes,

mer, the entire family trekked to Lansing to pick cherHving in tents in the

pined meticulously to the arms.

steps led to a spooky, dark cellar

were shelved. The

older children took jobs to support the family, although

ries,

doilies

jars of green beans, strawberry preserves,

mother. In 1935,

mother was four. Grandpa died

carpet was crewelled in large pink

and the plump, tapestried chairs and sofa had

roses,

when my
of alcoholism. The

room

buttons,

kale, peas, beans, corn, peppers, cabbage, grapes

and

strawberries.

Grandma

puttered for hours in her kitchen, prepar-

ing goulash, noodles,

wrinkled,

dumpHngs, chicken soup, and

us with tears and kisses,

chewy, yeasty white and dark bread. She drank beer oc-

folding her flabby arms around us and smothering us in

casionally while cooking; once she mistook a bottle of

toothless

her

mammoth bosom. She

always

wore

beer for pectin and poured

frumpy,

We

flowered, lace-trimmed dresses, and her hose sagged

around gouty ankles. She never

gaudy brooch pinned

left

all

agreed

it

was the

Grandma was

her house without a

it

into her strawberry jam.

tastiest

and a flowered,

net-

in her lap

and

listened patiently

ted pill-box hat over her tightly curled gray hair.

We

aloud

my

first

book.

mind

that

to her breast

thought her hat-pins were surely stuck through her
head, and

we marvelled

that she never flinched nor cried

we

jam she had made

yet.

cheerful and loving. She cuddled

Little

me

and proudly as I read
Black Sambo. She did not

ate all the cookies

hide-and-seek in the house.

and candy and played

When Mom wanted

to

out in pain.

spank us for some insubordination. Grandma said no.

Grandma's house was cool and dark inside and
smelled of warm love and sausage. We scampered
through the house on floors of varnished wood-slate
and worn gray linoleum speckled with red, yellow and

The last time I saw Grandma was twenty
when Dad received orders for Germany.
In 1985,
in a nursing

31

years ago

Dad wrote that Grandma died in her
home in Traverse City, Michigan.

sleep

SPLISH, SPLASH,

AND SLIDE

or

MY SHIP CAME IN AND WAS AT THE WATERSLIDE
I

Grace

J.

Lutz

Media Technician

A few summers back my sister Becky came home for
Her home

it

is

she ran up

in Alaska,

The

invitation

was for

their three daughters

who made

from Anchorage. When

my

to go,

my

sister

moment of sheer insanity, I threw caution to the
steps. As Becky and I approached, we heard a moan and felt the mountain shudder. I bet I lost fifteen pounds before I chmbed to the
top! What was so infuriating was how many times

and

young boys ran by me going up those

At

A car full. My poor dad had to listen to us women all

the top!

last,

brains

we could

When enough

see the shore

day. But he had to go because he insisted on picking up

beautiful.

the tab,

and we thought we would keep him with us.
I rode in the back; Dad, Stephany,
and Mom in the front. We talked about everything and

taking in other scenery.

Becky, Kathy, and

bronzed

park

at

bathing suits? Stephany and Kathy, both

knew it was, but Becky and I weren't so sure.
Remember in the story about Dumbo when Dumbo got
Well, take

away

you've pretty
suits!

much

I

said,

master's degree, said,
slide!"

That statement

seemed Stephany had

— bigger!"

wondered

it

if

she

— the bigger, the

there were water

kept the thought to myself.

began to

realize that at the top of the water

I

slide the

temperature was 120 degrees. Finally,
I

down any way
I

an-

she pleased.

stepped in front of this kid and said, "Excuse me,

There
cascading

saw

I

was going down and that she could come

Bob." We were on a first- name
had passed me so many times.

it

I

basis

by now because he

stood, bronzed Ufe guard beside me, water

down

the slide in front of me. That's

— the CURVE!

when

I

That rascal made a U-turn back

into the pool below!

"This

is

your

first

teeth as white as his

"How

"Are you and
sister

— Georgeous!

pleading,

nounced that

on down the road, still beautifully dressMom and Dad found ringside seats
the shade, and she went to purchase mats. She returnI

a

After fifteen to twenty minutes of pep talk and

We moved

Daddy going up too?" Becky, my

sat

Becky's kids were always looking for adventure.

to be fair.)

ed in our swimsuits.

ed with not two but four mats!

It

Stephany. You'll love

sUdes in Alaska, but

smaller,

two sHdes began

but this one's different

have,

"Come on,

Anyway, we decided what the heck. We'd let Stephany
and Kathy go first, and people wouldn't even notice us.
And if they did, they would be afraid to say anything.
We made it to the water without incident and spent a
couple of great hours on the beach. We talked about
what to do next. Each of us being rather pale-skinned,
we decided to leave the beach and head for a light snack
and the water slide. I thought Stephany and Kathy
would really enjoy that.
(If you have heart or lung problems, you may need a
physical before you read on.)

in

said in irritation.

I

got the picture of us in bathing

much

was

It

"I thought you had been on one

out.

before!"

I

is

miles.

repHed nervously.

in tutus?
tails

the

who kept passing us.

better!" urged Kathy.

(Becky actually

and the short

Where

and

the long trunks

Hne for

Stephany and Kathy were

in a white bathing suit

chickened

"I

teenagers,

drunk and saw pink elephants, some of them

in the corner

guard

life

those boys

—

in

Over

oxygen reached our

we had recovered our voices, Becky and I
discovered that the girls were in the corner for more
than the view. They were standing out of the way of

Morehead, a lovely place for one-day outings. Now a
moment of decision was the beach ready for this
group

— the same

Well, after

everybody

state

steps

boys!

decided not

daughter Stephany was also invited.

all the way to the beach.
Our journey brought us to the

Kathy as

In a

the mighty journey

younger

yelled

the steps.

wind and headed for the

with a seafood dinner.

Becky's daughter Kathy

Aunt Grace, loads of fun,"

"It's great.

and when she comes we
a
always go to the beach. This particular trip was by invitation only: my parents wanted to have a nice day's
ride to the coast where we would spend the day, ending
visit.

time, isn't it!" said the guard with

swim

trunks.

can you tell?"

"Just a hunch. Put your mat here on the edge and

with the

down. Our

"I'm going up. I love a water
is what made me decide I had

rules say not to stand

up

at

sit

any time."

"Not to worry," I replied.
"Hold on to your mat and slide," he said with the
wisdom of a pro-slider. "Do you have any questions?"

enough education. "Come on. Mother, you'll love it!"
called Stephany with fingers crossed behind her back.
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I

silence

and then he responded,

Kathy told me

later that

ped the Une on both sides.
the noise I heard was not
song they play on

NBC

I

when

stopped circulation in
stopped

the sHde. But

behind

I

I

"Oh no

my

before the

my

now and

I

know

me;

heartbeat but the theme

Summer Olympics.

my mat

stood up, shaking like a

became unstuck.

down

down

— stuck solidly to the concrete floor of
didn't stop — kept going, my arms
stuck mat.

I

let

pulling

at the

money

I

I

I

it

came

had to be world famous

had never seen her before.

who was about

to a kid

—

could stand up, but

six years old

behind her. "Here's your mat."

top because

it

if I

about

little girl

I

took the

mat, got out of the pool, walked to the front, and gave

go and started

At the top Kathy said to Stephany, "See, there goes
Aunt she'll be okay."
Meanwhile back on the slide, I was flying, with
elbows and hands digging into the sides, trying to slow
down. All I did was leave skin. Ahead of me was the
CURVE! As I slid into it, I ricochetted off the back wall
and turned completely around. My mouth opened to
scream but nothing came out.
As I came to the next round in the curve, I spun
around, headed feet first toward the pool. The whole
time my elbows and rear end were scraping concrete.
When you hit the pool without a mat, you go straight to
the bottom, and I did.
I fought my way up and the first sight I saw was
Daddy wiping water off his face, yelling, "That was a
good one! Do it again."
fought to see

it

A

"Thanks, honey." By now

I

me clinging to the

common sense.
my mat before

About six people had to slide over

with a grip that

hands. About two feet

does something to your

it

sUding faster.

I

I

Just then Becky splashed down. "Are you okay?
The Ufe guard is worried! Your mat will come down
when someone sUdes over it. Get it and come back up!"
I knew for sure that advanced education was not for

started out, he stop-

think back

started to slide, holding

my mat

was okay.

suit. It

had eaten the bot-

leaf.

ma'am!"

I

better check to see if the slide

tom of my

"Just one. Have you ever had a fat lady get stuck in
the curve?"

Total

had

to spend his hard-earned

for another hour.

Afterward

in the car

Stephany asked

went out to

if I

no one spoke of the

was okay.

We changed

our

As we began
spread

laughter

threatened to

sit

to the events

to discuss the slide adventure,

all

over

the

we didn't
way home.

if

we giggled all the
The next day my

Daddy
room and

building.

alone on the other side of the

not pay for anything
but

and

eat.

At the restaurant conversation turned
of the day.

incident.

clothes

settle

down.

brother-in-law called

We

did,

me from

Alaska. "I would have paid a hundred bucks to see it!"

on the national news or
if Becky called him. Darn! If only I had recorded my
trip down the slide on video. This time my ship came in,
but I was at the water slide.
I'm not sure

realized that
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if

he heard about

it

JOURNEY DOWN STONES RIVER
Melody Decker
College Transfer

Blood! Sweat! Tears! These three words vividly
describe the scene at Stones River

from December

December bath! After enjoying the sweet company of

31,

the river for a while, the curious traveler takes a short

1862, to January 2, 1863. During those three days, one

of the bloodiest Civil

many

ing
It

War

battles

was fought, destroy-

The

of both Union and Confederate soldiers.

lives

amazing how a raging

is

journey into the woods.

river

of war can be

one goes to Stones River

in

Murfreesboro,

barn to the house
bit.

down

at the tiny traveler

below them.

Upon

However,

nals of time.

in

passes the

sly

is

interrupted by the remains of a rab-

fox had needed supper and that unsuspec-

wrong place

wrong
time. The fox had been a picky eater, feasting on only
the good meat from the rabbit's back. Left behind was a

obser-

ving one exceptionally large tree, the viewer instantly
labels the tree as a strong fortress, unaltered

Some

ting rabbit

years ago. Tall, stately trees with huge trunks mockingly

look

first

hugh barn which one day had
now is abandoned and alone. His path from the

of over one hundred

bitter battle

He

but

Tennessee, he discovers a calm, peaceful scene, far

removed from the

through the protective wall
been a bustle of activity

transformed into a tranquil journey for a sightseer.

When

traveler cuts a path

of trees to find an old homestead.

was caught

in the

gaping hole, revealing the rabbit's innards,

by the an-

at the

still

perfect-

The wise hunter would remain close by: that
fox would return for more. The house appears so in-

ly intact.

wandering around to the

He can

other side of the tree, the observer soon realizes that he

viting,

has been deceived in his assumption because the heart of

laughter of children and the clang of dishes from the kit-

magnificent creation has been eaten away.

this

distance from the tree, the traveler

A

comes upon a

short

chen.

bank

by

large rocks

from

rest

its

lies like

Upon

sweet refreshment. The grass along the

end and a coalheating room

the back of the house has a back door

a thick, lush carpet, interrupted only by

two front rooms

where our weary traveler can momentarily

the top.

continuing his journey, the traveler finds that

this point, the river

place.

rain.

up

it

has

its

appears to be a mere

own

floor,

in a

no doubt covered with water during periods of
traveler removes his shoes and socks, rolls
jeans to the knees, and steps into the water to

December

is

Upon

is

the door, the

intruding in

two bedrooms, one on

some

private

either side of the

still

solid

wooden

our friend hears a rustling overhead and a creak

and

leaves the house,
it.

Back on the riverbank, our traveler finds that the
below him is transformed into a great
stage, the moon and stars above him have become stage
shelf of rock

lights,

and he

is

the performer. Life

is

full

of perfor-

mance: The Battle of Stones River, the war of fox and

probably a good time to cross

mud

rabbit, the mysteries within the walls of the old house,

reaching the shelf on

and the adventures of a man who takes time to explore
the unknown. Somehow, in his journey down this river,

boat rather than on foot. With each step,

squishes between his toes.

he

careful to leave everything as he found

is

that late

if

traveler silently descends the stairs

shelf of flat rock,

cross to the other side, the bite of the icy water reminds

him

one

at the other. Dividing the

As he climbs up and opens
finds

at

from across the room. The sun has long since disappeared behind the protective tree wall and daylight
threatens its departure with each passing moment. Our

As our

his

He

and porch

a staircase with a hatchtype door at

stairway opening. Stepping on the

its

and ten to twelve
inches deep in the middle. The southern bank is a mass
of giant trees, underbrush, and a drop-off to the water
below. The northern bank is also lined with wood, but
rather than a drop-off,

is

traveler feels almost as

creek, twenty-five to thirty feet wide

which

front

a parlor where guests were entertained. The kitchen in

his journey.

At

The

the opposite side of the front entrance must be

by the spring reminiscing about the days
may wonder if thirsty soldiers were

the western extremity of the river narrows and loses

depth.

almost hear the

the broken front window,

As he climbs through

room on

of yesteryear, he
satisfied

so foreboding.

the traveler finds himself in the family room.

spring,

bubbling up from the very heart of the earth. As our
traveler stands

yet

the opposite bank, he soon realizes that

it

is

carpeted

He quickly learns
may find him taking a

with green and brown moss.

that

our friend has taken a role

walking on the green moss

cool

the trees his only audience

only applause.
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in all

of these performances,

and the swishing

river his

Ree Young, Goldsboro Writers' Group
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WIND-UP, DIE-DOWN
Soft souther lee
Bree,

Wind's song murmurs
To pining tree, a melody
Pure as mother's love
That soothes day's worries

And

lessens the hurries

Of push gone

to shove.

Brings winged peace

FIRST GLIMPSE

As known by the dove
Cools dampened brow
With winsome vow
As whisper-soft love

A

French Woman's Arrival

Day unfolded

Dances whirH-gig
Round about

On

Pirouettes

Cleared at

A

caress

And

dress

a white layer

last,

such a misty envelope,

became

reality.

To leave is to die a little
And to arrive is to awaken
Awaken to a new world

never yet tell—

Wind-wings ride butterflies,
Help along the lazy tide.
But every now and then

A

like

American continent.

And my dream,

sail

up under

the

America

in

to.

.

.

On the skyline of future days,
New adventures to take shape.
Coming undone my roots.
Numbed sap.

twisted sister

Kills agian.

Windead!
The first night shrouded me,
Appeared to me
As a theater without actors but

Don Smith
College Transfer

My

limbs, imprisoned by the fatigue,

Didn't

Who

resist the

slumber.

slowly put his hands

In the heavy waves of

my

dark

hair.

Suddenly, the ringing of the telephone

Brought

My

me

out of

my

imagination:

father worried about

my

fate.

.

Benedicte Seve

Goldsboro Writers' Group
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SEARCH OF THE SNAKE LILY

Pressed between folds of waxed paper,

The

As

dried flower beckons to
leaf

I

me

through the pages of a book.

Mama

had mailed it to me with a note
"I found the first snake lily today.
I'm sending it to you."
I've never

known

the wild flower's real name,

Miniature orchid or

lily

or

iris.

two or three inches barely clearing the rich bed
Of rust-colored pine straw and delicate green moss
Beneath tall pines in the woods behind our house.
Its purple softer than the deep hue of violets
Its

But deeper than the pale lavender of orchids.
Its

orange throat a golden orange

Tinged with white and a streak of purple.

My mother and
Now she lovingly
I

shared the spring ritual of the
picks, presses,

and posts

first

snake

lily.

it

For her married daughter miles away.

When
I

I

go home again,

walk alone through the underbrush.

Denser now that no children roam the woods.

But not dense enough to deny

That cool clear

I

slant of sunlight

through pines.

return empty-handed to the clearing of

No snake lily.
Was too early? Too
Or was my quest
I

Not

my

parents' yard.

late?

for the first wild blossom

But for the thin dark wisp of a

girl

with big eyes and long braids

And

her young mother

Who

once searched these woods for the

first

snake

lily?

Rosalyn

Lomax

Instructor

Liberal A rts Department

ySiAT THE SEWING FACTORY
Rock

Roll drones unintelligibly

'n'

above
the roar of sewing machines.
I

sit

with others

in collective isolation

by the cords of need to

tied

this

albatross

my own

of

Rainbows

foolishness.

slip

through

my

fingers,

like opportunities lost,

and pull each other into the
empty bins.
imagine plump children
wearing these dresses
I

while

my

children strut

in others' discards,

pleased with something

The

bin

fills

again.

and empties,

fills

Khayam

"new."

whispers from dark

my mind

corners in

of futility and wine oblivion.
Minutes become meaningless,
hours reckoned by dozens done.
The rainbows change
but stay the same.
In desperation

I

dream of

found

lost love

warm comfort
endless.

.

.

and binding
snatching

twists

away even

the fantasy

of happiness.

A

snip,

a tug;
the

damage

as though
If

only

all

it

is

undone

never were.

my

mistakes were

as easily corrected.

Gwen

Freeland
Continuing Education
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DROUGHT

Jason Stehly
Adult Basic Education

sat on his front porch. He looked
Dark storm clouds floated across the

Robert was a

Robert Howards

up

at the sky.

Already he could see rain faUing

horizon.

in

the

his

you don't really realize how important it is until you do without it for say, three of the
hottest months of the year. Three months of devastating
finally

looked as

it

Robert scratched

his chin

occurred to him that

it

It

The first thing that impressed him when he saw the
a living room, one
house was how small it was:
bedroom, a bath, a kitchen, and a den. The outside was
all brick except for the porch and the garage. Both of

The

in

it,

His house was surrounded on

all

its

The

it.

him

if

cold, hostile

was

Smith's dream.

It

was the

classic

dream

to

own and

Mr.

getting in the way, but he

had

his

own

He

It

was bound to be a

had changed

passed.
stories.

success. His

writing style.

tales.

This time he actually had

stories.

and as the days passed, he
He was so excited that as
the days passed and the drought grew worse, he didn't

reasons for being

notice the slow panic spreading through the area.

used to

live in

Denver, and being

in

an area

weekly paper was thrown into a corner unread,

agricultural area, to seclude himself until he could af-

mowing.
Everyone waited
from his editor.

move

to Maine.

for rain. Robert waited for a reply

sure he

would

get a reply.

Suddenly there was something foreboding about the
mailbox.
It

A

strange fear reached out and grabbed him.

made him pause

fright.

until

he shrugged

it

off as stage

Naturally he would be afraid of the upcoming

opinion about his new

style. If

would simply go back to

Now

they didn't Uke

his old style, if

it,

he

he could.

he wrote faster and lighter than before. His

He introduced
mockery. He didn't

heroes were heroes, admirable and good.

humor and not

just bitter sarcastic

use the shock factor to keep his readers interested.

Every so often the town elected a mayor, a
sheriff.

A

The

warn-

and conservation plans ignored. The only thing he

One afternoon he was

childhood.

the time.

its

noticed about the drought was that his lawn didn't need

The town was called Thornwood. He could only
think of the town itself as a few buildings down the
road. It was the meeting place for the locals and the
playground for their restless and bored children. There
was a weekly paper, which came out on Saturday. People could go to church all day Sunday if they wanted to.
The question when two people met each other for the
first time was always, "Who's your kin and what
church do you belong to?"
Still it was unlikely that anyone ever met anyone new
around here. They had all known each other since

and a

new

Usually his

sent the manuscript in

ings

cil,

his

were dark horror

where there was a lot to do distracted him from his
work. So he moved to this place, a small southeastern
ford to

month

grew more and more excited.

there.

He

first

itself in

a few pleasant fantasy

con-

land as far as he could see. Robert didn't like

trol all the

glass.

give

his best yet.

lifestyle

stories

empathize with

logic to him.

Robert didn't worry about anything. His new book

that the farmer clearly resented Robert's

understood and could

good

about the drought but June was always a dry month,
and everyone predicted a wet July.

purchase.

He

to

and out of a few crises, and the
days passed without a drop of rain. People worried

he had received from Mr. Smith after the transac-

tion told

to

The world got

by farmland.

land would have been his too

Robert hadn't been so quick to buy
letter

sides

him

without a mishap any larger than a

Robert worked and completed a book of short

owned by a farmer named George Smith.

The
The house and
land was

in

could continue his work. So the

other residents.

on the other hand, was large with two huge
one on each side of the front yard.

yard,

oaks

made by

left

A few people in a church group
him a house-warming gift—some
canned goods, some needlework, and a Bible. He was
polite to them; he even listened to them as they told him
how to get to church on Sundays. Their manners didn't
show it, but he could see it in their eyes. He couldn't tell
exactly what it was, fear or resentment maybe. One
thing was evident: these people didn't trust strangers.
The rest of the day he hurried to get settled in so he

had been exactly three months

these seemed to be additions

like

broken dish or

had moved into the small farming community.

since he

sounded

came out

and smiled to himself.

of a recluse by nature, and he didn't

A smaller town would have fewer distractions;

He moved

might end.

if it

work.

that

distance. Precious rain:

drought and

bit

care what the townspeople did as long as they

That

is,

city

coun-

Inside his mailbox there

they re-elected them most of

was a small bundle of

envelopes which he began to shuffle through.

clever person could remain in office for as

on

long as he liked.
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top

were

all

junk

mail.

"You

too

The

letters

can

win

$100,000,000

if

you buy ten dollars of junk. Buy

He

subscribe to that, give to these."

and threw them

side trash can

Under

waiting for.

He couldn't open

the usual amount.

opened the

letter.

Almost

in the

was for

frantically,

man who

wasn't Hemingway. The

from

sounded as

book cover to cover and enjoyed
it would be a best seller.

if

He seemed

it.

felt great.

man

older

slurred

he sobbed. "She died of a broken heart,

your fault!"

He was

in the

man's

quite capable of using that gun. His

hand

The man was drunk and slow; Robert
was faster and he was a good marksman if he stayed
calm
.one shot to the shoulder would keep him from
cold, firm handle.

.

.

using that

hadn't written this

Amanda.
but when he

the

daughter away and ruined

slowly slipped into the drawer and grasped the gun's

punishment of seclusion with the advantages. The
in his style had improved his art: these were ad-

rifle.

Robert shuddered as he remembered what had hap-

well since the death of his wife
rarely thought of her,

it's

face.

change

He

stole her

Robert saw the hatred and ignorance

to

He

vantages well worth the isolation.

bastard,"

"You

"My wife,"
and

he had read

wished that he had a place to
go to celebrate the occasion. Still, one had to take the

He

fihhy

her life." Upstairs the shower had stopped.

think

Robert

desk drawer. As he stood, he slowly began to

"You

he

didn't like anything that

letter

hand.

open the drawer.
drunkenly.

believe the enthusiasm in the letter

publisher, a

the

It

rifle in his

Robert remembered the .38 caliber handgun he kept

the envelope fast enough.

more than

He couldn't

hunting

he had been

letter

His heart jumped when he saw the check.

his

at his desk. There was a crash at the front door,
and Amanda's father stumbled into the room with his

one by one.

in

was the

the junk mail

working

this,

stood by the out-

pened next.

did the pain

been so lucky to find her, the right woman, when he was

The old man cocked his gun. Robert pulled the hammer back on the .38 as he brought it out.
"No!" Amanda screamed as she came down the

young, or so he had thought.

stairs.

and

guilt

were unbearable. They had married young and

they were happy. High school sweethearts. Robert had

She had been the abused daughter of a well-off
farmer.

she

first

recalled

He

Suddenly he saw her father's face

came

could remember the pain in her voice when

told

him her father

Every time she

hit her.

tried in vain to

."
"Shoot him now! before he
There was a shot.
Amanda was thrown back into Robert's arms. He
held her lifeless body as her blood flowed out on his

one of these incidents, she cried and he held

.

her.

Shortly after high school, Robert's writing began to

make money. He married Amanda. Her

parents were

furious.

They had always hated Robert. They had forbidden her to see him several times, but somehow their

chest.

love had survived.

leveled the

Robert
ceptability.

therner.

fell

the

word was

own, barely making

— they actually used

the

through the

finally settle

They were happy

for a

Amanda was

really

It

Then a

Yes,

coast.

Now

here he was back on the South
lived

Robert could actually
to. Still

feel

good now. She

he choked at the

had written him.

It

last line

had brought

of the
all

the

memories flooding back.

month.

Amanda's mother
it. Her mother

"Robert, about

felt

that

came

every book you
I

know you loved her, but how about a change?"
He guessed his editor had a point. Absently he balled

if

up the letter and threw it into the trash. He'd start work
on a new full-length novel dedicated to Tigger,
Amanda's nickname.
Robert walked inside and realized that he had one

without a word.
father

this dedication:

have ever written has been dedicated to Amanda.

broken up over

Amanda's

fired eight bullets

an hour's drive from the town they had

letter his editor

he had a chance, he could get through to her. Even he
was sad in a way.
They had quietly attended the funeral and then left

nights later,

man's head. He

— two years in an institution, one year on

would want him

did very well

hadn't been that bad a person. Robert always

Two

at the

in.

their

comfortably.

In the midst of Robert's success,
died.

year.

first

novel that he had been working on sold.

and they could

West

coast, only

it

gun

Afterwards

that outdated term.

Robert married Amanda, and they lived on

.

into him.

poor, an aspiring writer, and a Nor-

A "yankee,"

.

Tears of rage and shock blurred his vision as he

far outside of her parents' notion of ac-

He was

twist; the rifle

knew what was going to happen. He
bring his own gun up, telling himself,

up. Robert

to their

house. She was upstairs in the shower, and Robert was

letter left.
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Carefully he examined the plain white envelope. There

"Mr. Howards," Smith began, "I need to talk with
you for a moment."
There was something about the man's face.

was no return address and no postmark, but there was a
stamp. The back of the envelope was sealed and taped

for the older

Closing the door behind him, he went over to the

desk to get a

opener; he

letter

felt

the strange fear again.

"Of

man

Almost

Robert was

reluctantly Robert cut the flap. Inside, there

sitting across

room from

down.

replied as he sat

from him when a cat walkIt was solid black

was a white piece of typing paper with a message neatly

ed into the

typed on

with sleek, shining hair and cold grey eyes.

it.

Thornwood, have
a messenger of Satan. Your books

the god-fearing citizens of

We,

discovered you as

When

he scooped up gently.

to

go

to the cat

which

he passed Smith, the cat

gave a low growl and hissed,

they

evil that

contain passages that are so blatantly

the kitchen.

"Your cat?" Smith asked.
"No," Robert replied, rising

Mr. Howards,

gestured

to enter. "Please, have a seat."

"Thank you," Smith

over.

He

course," Robert replied casually.

body

its

rigid with hatred

or fear. Robert reddened sHghtly from confusion and
disgust us.

you and your kind that

It is

country of ours.

this great

will

We sill

embarrassment

corrupt and destroy

not

sit

by and

let

you

Strangely enough, Robert found the letter amusing.

people in his profession

when

had been lucky to avoid

He

it

they

"I

became famous. He

He had

so far.

dealt with

it

before:

If

Something
just to

like nostalgia

keep the

letter;

ing letter just as he

He
his

a

overtook him.

he would keep his

had kept

He

first

at

his

dow
on

think this year

is

rain just like always. In fact,

his first piece of fan mail.

like

ruined," he paused. "It's

We

haven't seen so

some

much

"Well, the state government

getting

is

parts of the state are
as a cloud."

will

probably ship

in

water soon," Robert volunteered.

He also sent a copy of the
He thought that his editor

"I doubt

it.

The

what's going on

sealing the envelope, there

He looked

up.

It

was a

we can hope

big shots in Raleigh don't believe

down

here.

Even

if

they

do bring in
The best

some government aid.
weather men are saying that we're gonna get
day now."

was evening

was going down. Through the den win-

he could see George Smith, his neighbor, standing

his doorstep.

I

Suddenly Mr. Smith just looked

water, there won't be enough to save the crops.

door.

already, the sun

his

hadn't slept in a long time.

it.

was

Just as he

knock

regarded

threaten-

threatening letter as a joke.

would appreciate

He

said.

the craziest thing though; the rest of the state

sat

the legalities.

fatigue.

man who

flooded!

all

Robert

and discomfort faded from the
The expression was replaced by one of

face.

"No,

decided

down at his desk and began to type a reply to
editor. He thanked him for the compliment and ar-

ranged

understand,"

worry and

could, she would have been back a long time ago."

it

again.

All the nervousness

man's

certainly will never bring her back.

It

down

sat

vive?"

"O.K. buddy boy," he thought, "enough wallowing
one afternoon.

getting in."

it's

Robert

worst one I've ever heard of. Are the crops going to sur-

Then
Amanda.

Nine shots altogether.
for

knew where

neighbor for a moment. "This drought's got to be the

just simply couldn't believe the ignorance.

again he should.

I

in his seat as

half."

kind of thing happened to

this

wish

The farmer started to talk. "As you might have noticed,
Mr. Howards, the drought we're in has been goin' on
for about two months now. Well, the mayor called me
an' told me to come over and tell you to conserve water.
The mayor wants everyone to cut down by at least

Your books have been taken out of the book stores
and libraries in town and burned. Your presence in this
town is unwanted. Leave the area as soon as possible.
God will see to it that you burn in hell.
been told that

I

Smith shifted

poison the minds of our children.

He had

at the strange reaction. "It keeps getting

into the house.

He was

shifting

"Well, at

and looking around

up and the

for

is

least the floods are

All the
rain

any

keeping the water table

wells full."

uncomfortably.

"Do

I

sense fear?" Robert asked himself.

was

keep

fear.

What can

it

about

that

Robert smiled warmly.
I

do

for

"Good

evening,

"I don't

know

wells in the area have already

gone

Smith scratched the back of

"Good,

way."
He got up and walked into the living room. Mr.
Smith knocked again. Robert answered the door. The
farmer looked more uncomfortable than before. Yes, it

let's

that.

Four

his head.

dry."

There was an uncomfortable

silence.

Robert wanted

to be civil to this man, but he just didn't like him. There
was something familiar about him, something he didn't

sir.

Hke.

you?"
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up and walked toward

Finally Smith got

"Well, Mr. Howards,
going before

it's

gets too dark."

it

at a picture that

Robert had on

and Amanda's wedding

Donald

getting dark

He

Darn shame, what happened.
."

The older man's voice trailed off. All casualness in his
manner vanished.
Robert followed him to the door. "How did you

know Amanda?" he

To

asked, trying to hide the sudden

Thorn wood:

My name

Robert Howards.

is

Recently

fiction.

to

him with a cold look. "She

have also been the unfor-

I

reason to believe that these

He

caught his breath.

When Mr.

In these letters

Smith

was on the porch Robert spoke, "Well, maybe we
get some rain soon."

letters

I

am

letters.

will

no way
that

I

satanic.

am

fers.

I

everything was dead or dying. Everything was drying

I

local

me

corrupting

and ignorant. He knew that face. Smith's face.
was quiet and clam but just like the face of Amanda's

am

in

American way but

the

of-

it

speak primarily of the right to express myself

realize

everyone.

hating,

I

me also state

without fear of persecution.

freely

closed the door trying to shut out the world, hot,

state that

love. Let

by taking advantage of the rights

it

out.
I

God's

believe in

not

strenghtening

across the field toward his home. Robert noticed that

I

my

that

does

writing

suggest that

not

appeal

people do not like

if

my

to

works,

they should simply not read them.
Sincerely,

father.

Robert Howards

turned toward the kitchen. Sitting in the rocking

chair by the

looked up

at

doorway was the black
him lazily, and began to

cat.

It

yawned,

He

purr.

put the

local paper

and put

calmly licking

an envelope addressed to the

letter in
it

its

paw

When

in the mail.

was

side, the black cat

sitting

on

he got back

The

rain didn't

come. Instead of

rain,

Robert got

after finishing Robert's sandwich.

Dust clung to everything inside as well as out.

clogged the engine of his car and coated

The

lack of water

made

all his

It

things that he had always

More and more people were

using

water tanks brought in by the national guard.

Still,

need.

Robert

had

for he

final draft

Robert's well showed no sign of drying up.

Worse than

his let-

sat inconspicously in the Let-

It

ters to the Editor section. The editor wasn't brave
enough to reply or perhaps he simply didn't feel the

windows.

taken for granted precious. Things Hke doing the dishes
or taking showers.

week's paper.

ter in that

in-

his kitchen counter,

Robert was glad to see that they actually put
dust.

have

I

from

are

accused of being satanic and of

corrupting the American way. Let

"I hope so," the farmer muttered and walked away

He

a writer of

residents.

He

was stunned, but he recovered quickly.

It

am

niece."

Robert's face went pale.

He

I

tunate recipient of several threatening

The farmer turned

my

the People of

modern

tightness in his voice.

was

an entire dream

it. In his escapism he was down to three hours of
and one meal a day in the real world.
During a lull in his writing one afternoon, an answer
of sorts came to him. He abandoned the sandwich he
had been eating in the kitchen and went to his typewriter
in the den. He sat down and began to type:

his

.

built

sleep

"Say, that's Amanda,

.

He

an escape.

as

it

about

stopped and looked

That must mean you're the Robert Howards that

did

world and wrote a romantic swords-and-sorcery novel

be

was

He

write.

the door.

I've got to

his hall table. It

picture.

Price's daughter.

and

sat

back

in his den.

just cleaned the

of his novel.

and the other was

all

The shades were open,

room.

On

One copy was

desk was the

his

ready for his

files,

packaged up and ready to be sent

the weather, Robert continued to receive
off.

threatening letters like the
dismiss

it

mosphere

as amusing,
in the

first. If at

one time he could

he no longer could. The

area was one of complete panic.

He had just gotten a check from

at-

made

The

the best sellers'

take the novel up to

ruined farmers were willing to believe anything, even

an

evil

warlock had cursed them

their best choice for the culprit.

all.

Robert was

They gave him two

He

He

kept his shades drawn and he disconnected his

den phone, leaving only the phone

in the kitchen.

He

at the

book.

It

had

phone.

It

would be a

still

needed an

life.

No letter had come

laughed at himself.

for

What had made

him shut himself in like a hermit crab? He plugged the
phone in and sat back.
No sooner had his feet hit the desk than the phone

He ig-

it when it did ring.
As always, the excess of emotion helped him

looked over

several days.

himself.

only 23 and he

occasional dose of big city night

weeks to leave town.

his last

as predicted. Perhaps he'd

New York

He was

pleasant vacation.
that

list

nored

to

rang.
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He

casually reached over and picked

it

up.

"Hello.

Howards

residence, Robert

Howards speak-

we told you
"I don't know about
"I thought

ing."

There was a pause; then a
care to hear your

lies in

man

spoke:

"We

When

"but

our paper, Howards. Be gone by

tomorrow."
There was a click and the line went dead.
That night Robert went to bed and tossed
for hours.

don't

I

"Not

till

we

see

you

restlessly

rest

he finally did drift off to sleep, he

Robert brought out

his

"Leave now" was

Robert was inside

He

sat

on

his

"It's

damn

Robert out of

Are you sure you can't

"No," Robert

was it. The big confrontation. He had expected a little more fiair in this event, a huge mob with
torches perhaps, a windy moonlit hill. Still he felt anger
this

him.

them quickly; too much of a gun

fight

tell

me what

those

it

did to them.

men were

do-

He

replied.

strange

.

.

.

."

The

looked up. "Well,

sheriff

it

walked over to

looks like that storm

brought rain anyway."

"Yes, I know."
The sheriff looked at the black cat in Robert's lap.
"The wife's got four of those things at home. What's its
name?"

prevail over fear.

gripped his gun. He'd have to

"I guess there had to be a

one to do what

ing out there?"

"Damn

they arrived. Smith was at the head. They

The sheriffs words brought

strange."

his thoughts.

twister at the heart of that

toward him.

He

locked the door

*******

was loaded; a speed loader in
his other pocket gave him eight more shots.
He watched the trucks pull up in his neighbor's yard,
and he watched as five men walked across the field

When

He

in a second.

The other men were running across the field toward
Smith's house when the storm caught them.

his .38. It

carried shotguns.

A wall of flying sand and debris

behind him.

porch. There was a pitcher of ice water on a table. In his

So

The most unnatural

a thousand voices scream-

if

came howling toward them.

it.

dust rose as he walked across his yard.

had

sounded as

It

his shotgun.

his .38.

Just then the sunlight vanished.

He looked out the window into the dusty night. He
knew what was going to happen. He knew what it was
all going to come down to.
The next morning he was out taping over the window until he could fix it on Monday. Little clouds of

overalls he

you die," said

leave, or see

"Son of a ..." he muttered and cocked

ed in a horrible chorus.

Moonlight shone on broken shards of glass on
the glass was a brick.

property now."

Robert took a sip of water and casually tossed the
of it in Smith's face.

a jolt.

Among

Robert replied,

sir,"

my

another.

sound arose.

floor.

that,

advise you to get off

dreamed of Salem and the witch hunts.
It was about four in the morning when something
came crashing through the window. Robert awoke with

scrawled across

to leave," Smith said flatly.

all
kill

would chew up

Robert stroked her

fur.

"I

call

her

Amanda."

his house.

Barnyard, pencil

Edna Morris, College Transfer
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IN

THE DARK
understood

I've never

When

watching films

in school

I'm asked to take some notes:
I

such a fool.

feel like

First they cut the lights off.

Then they
I

close the blinds;

my

try to find

But

am

Still I

To

write

I'll

lines.

supposed

down

all

my

and write

I sit

paper

cannot see the

I

hear,

I

fastest

miss something— that

I

fear.

wrote my fastest
And I took a lot of notes;
Some information
And even a few good quotes.
Well,

I

But now the
I

and

blink

lights

come on

try to see

All the notes

took—

I

My

goodness,

My

notes are such a mess

That

I

is

me!

can hardly read

All the

And

woe

all

good information
the quotes

What do

I

need.

do now?

I

can hardly

I

guess

I'll

I

tell;

just

This mess I've

unscramble

made

so well.

So won't you try to tell me
The purpose of taking notes
In the darkened classroom

When you

can't read the quotes?

Susan Caudill
College Transfer
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A SONG FOR SPRING
Needham Park
College Transfer

One
made a

was awakened by a bird that
clear-cut sound called noise. Maybe he had a
defective beak, or that was just the sound that his breed
makes. His sound was not a whistle or a melody but
spring morning

I

something that can be described only as a monotone
"gkbreglskree."

had

its

own

feeling in

What purpose
As long

purpose.

sound, then

its

did this bird have?

as

in its

it

It

was happy and had

mind what

it

did was

music. For music comes from the heart, like a baby that
beats a pot or a retarded child that happily rings a bell.

And though my sleep was disturbed early that morning,
can still get a warm feeling thinking of this happy bird.
It could also be that one of my cats had
by the neck
I

it

and the bird was screaming
that thought for

*

for

its life,

but

I'll

disregard

now.

and continued to make its
found it to be coming from a

This bird actually existed

horrible noise. I later

deformed-looking cardinal that
a rare tropical bird

my parents

mistook for

of some kind but could find

bird books.

WAITING FOR A PRINCE
And what

My

of me, forgotten

wit

sister,

and charm

Alone

To keep me warm
Where

No

is

in

the prince

my

who

old age?

sees with his heart?

mention of those

Who,
Unlike their

Do

fair sisters.

not wed their fate.

And

in the rush

of

Happily-ever-afters

Minor characters

Where

He

is

are dismissed.

the prince

does not

who

sees with his heart?

exist.

Janet Ostapczuk

Goldsboro Writers' Group
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in

no

THE 5.

5.

BANANA SPLIT

Scott Mitchell

Business Administration

A
old,

banana
enjoy.

restaurants load

is
it

young and
Most
works and put it in a

yellow straw hat that he had picked up while he was

in

usually served as a dessert.

Hawaii. His hat had bright yellow chunks scattered

all

up with

over

split is

It

a delicacy that

all the

all ages,

it.

It

dribbled

down

the sides. Mr. Pine State wore

a red hat. Thee were tiny dots all over

long bowl.
This restaurant used a large oblong bowl that

design.

Mr. Coble had a brown hat

resembled a cruise ship. Lying on both sides of the ship
was a long skinny fellow. He had just taken off his

brown.

He

He was not a young passenger. He
was old enough that he had ripened to the perfect age
for eating. His name was Chiquita Banana. Chiquita sat
next to the ice cream. There were two Caucasians and
one black scoop of ice cream. One scoop was named
and

them.

made

He

to

They were

all

Nabisco dogs. The three Oreos

all of passengers wore inMr. Pine State and Mr. Coble wore

Mr. Coble wore a big white
scarf was Cool Whip.

On

feather. It was bright red

all

wore hats

was rich, dark

pecans. Mr. Breyers wore lots of walnuts.

bragged

heat which seemed almost to melt them away.

on. It

Hershey, Pennsylvania. All of the

Mr. Chiquita noticed that

of his natural ingredients, no preservatives or
additives. Mr. Pine State was rather plump. He contained the most calories. The three scoops had to avoid the
about

in

the cruise delicious.

teresting jewelry.

the last Breyers. Mr.

Breyers was the most affluent of the three.

it

a symmetrical

passengers on the cruise carried their pet dogs with

yellow trench coat.

Coble, another Pine State,

got

in

it

cruise

was the cruise

scarf.

The brand of the

top of his hat was a huge

and plump. The spoon on

director.

He

the

helped everyone enjoy

being on board.
Just looking at a banana split

They

one can

keep the sun away. Mr. Breyers wore a

is

a temptation that no

resist.

S. S. Banana Split, pen & ink
Grace Lutz, Media Department
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TWINKLE

We
like

We
a

IN

LIGHT HOUSE

THE NIGHT

up the sky
candles on a birthday cake.
shine to give you
light

little

I

stand

tall

and handsome

pyramid of long ago.
With my Light, I draw you
as a

in the Night, to

Hght

on the darkest of

Karen

We

are so

Odom

Goldsboro Writers' Group

many

you could not begin
to count us without
falling asleep.

Karen Odom
Goldboro Writers' Group

OF POETRY (AND ANYTHING ELSE)
Dedicated to Mrs.

Lomax

form verse?

Is this stuff free

Could be pentaic mammeter.
Counted toes and foots and alHterusions
Til

I'm feeling quite the worse.

Dramatic poetry, do

1

get to soliloquize?

Romantic, comedic scornful stuff
Will the audience hear
It's getting to be a

if

poem

I

go aside?

of the absurd

Trocheic decimeter.

Try

my

luck at picarisque, but

Yesterday

I

I'm getting
Before

I

was

called

in a staizanic

wrote,

I

how

to

make

a small "cue"?

an oxenmoron

wore a

stew
simile

But now a habitual frown.
Maybe a ride on the freight quatrain
Would get me up from down.
If there were two of me
Would they call me a paradoxymoron?
I

hold you close.

nights.

suppose they would.

if Mary had a little Iamb,
Have to keep him in an Imenagery
Or he'd eat the herbal irony.

But not

tho'

would write of assonance but I'm too pure of head.
I'll just write of Batman and Robin,
I

A

magsterious novel instead.

Don Smith
College Transfer

A PLACE WHERE NO ONE KNOWS

SPRUNG BEAUTY BOUND

Spring forth oh beauty bound!

wish that

I

To

springing forth without a sound.

I

could go

a place where no one knows.

Far away, above the

Rosebush buds sprung sprouting Spring,

trees;

Across the land, across the

sea.

songbirds singing oh sprung Spring bringing;

Somewhere

cheerful chirps of mockingbirds replying.

Oh

Oh

And

down

beauty and warmth upon one

during sprung Spring's

silent

must be

there

place where

The

entwining of beauty bound

sprung Spring's sun oh shining

Oh

A

I

can see

world

in the distance

find the reason for

my

existence.

lie,

warm and

There must be someplace where
Perhaps in a deep, dark pit.

beautiful sky.

sprung Spring nights of beauty sending

No

the chitter-chatter of insects mingling.

light inside

Where

Moonlight gazing and stars alighting,
Oh! how wonderful and delighting

me

of

this place

I

can

sit.

to see,

could be.

Maybe it is in some old cavern,
Or it could be in a deserted tavern.

Bounding beauty of sprung Spring's providings,

It

luscious violets of vivid garblings.

could be a nowhere land

Or

buried deep beneath the sand.

Buzzing bees greeting, busy bear sniffing;

Oh! the beauty of winter's bequeathing!
I

How

want to go where no one

Just then, as

sprung Spring

glistens, winter departed,
I

warmth to animals, most unsheltered.
Upon bounded beauty one feels the rise,
of temperatures, good feelings, sprung Springtime's
bringing

and

far

Slowly melting brooks and streams

I

can stay.

is somewhere no one can go;
and no one will know.

The place

water flowing and sunlight beams.

Is

Winding and crooking river bound
through forests thick and gullying ground.

I

choose to hide behind

the dark recess of

my

mind.

Marie Mikel
Fish and Wildlife

Sprung Spring beauty oh beauty bound,
unheard messages, sprung forth and around.

Spawning fish and fawning doe
heifering cows and nesting crows
Unheard message of sprung Spring beauty
unspokenly foretelling and seen so easily.
Sprung beauty bounding to those foreseeing
heartfully gratifying!

Bounding beauty sprung Spring bounded;
how lovely, novel, and densely clouded.
Heavenly beams of the sunlight streaming,
the skyblue background that one is seeing.
Christopher D.

I

away.

This place

Only

how wondrously and

is.

sat,

found a place where

All alone
tide,

I

Underwood

College Transfer
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Management

BACK TO SCHOOL

I

used to cook,

and clean,
and mend.
But all of that's
For now I read,

and
and

aside.

write,
learn.

In school

now

I

abide.

A MATTER OF TIME
In

my home.

The roles have changed.
Each does a different chore.
The girls now cook.

My
My

son

now

There are times when

And
It is

cleans.

The

But

My

I

all

adapted nicely.

the best of

day

is

A

ledgers, themes,

and such.

The

mom,

Or
It's

I

it

holds,

see:

I

see a light,

guide

glows behind the clouds

light

the light
I

me and

the night.

That pass before

As

will be.

of darkness, and yet--

Guard me from

my

comes much

begin to learn of

eyes.

closer

lies.

wife.

Lies that the world would prosper

I'm me.

And when

what

ball!

For now I'm not just someone's

Or someone's

is

is

light that will

all.

I'm having quite a

this

place
I

We've

imagine what

I

alone

of the future, and what

And

husband sews, and more!

am

I

And wars

get a grade,

As

the

lies

disappear.

begin to lengthen—

praise.

my

Falls a solitary tear.
identity.

A

tear that

That

Lynn Bryan

The hope

College Transfer

is full

lies
is

of hope

deep

inside.

of peace—

That never

will subside.

The clouds begin to tumble;
The world starts to turn;
I

my eyes
Now that

open

I

I

and the

tears fade

have returned to a world of war and hate-

Where peace seems
But

if

It will

there

is

a crime.

hope, peace will

exist:

just take a matter of time.

Donald M. King
College Transfer
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away

have returned.

CLASSROOM
Richard Smith
College Transfer

As you

enter

its

door, the

windows. They seem to
wall opposite the door.

thing you notice is the
up more than half of the

first

taice

The desks

are arranged in a kind

of meize that you have to solve to find your
sit

down

in the

fronted with a

desk and look forward, you are con-

file

cabinet

on the

your eyes move slowly to the
bulletin

left

right,

of the room. As
you notice a tan

board encasing a brown chalkboard with eraser

smears across

it.

You

notice only part of the chalkboard

because the instructor's black and brown desk

immediately
the

As you

seat.

in front

of

it.

is

placed

In the right front corner of

room there is a tan locker with small holes
The left wall of the room has a large brown

in

it.

bulletin

board, a door heavy enough to be used at a prison, and
in the left corner, a

mangled green locker with chrome

handles.

The back

room has on it a combination
much like the one at the front of the

wall of the

bulletin-chalkboard

room. The board on the rear wall
projector, which

sits in

is

obstructed by a film

the middle of the rear of the

room as if it were a student trying to learn.
The right side of the room is lined with desks of different colors. Some are green, others are yellow, and the
remaining few are a dull red,

many jumbled

colors.

Above

like a

this

bag of candy with

row of desks

is

a piece

of stone that serves as a ledge to those giant pieces of
glass

surrounded by aluminum frames—the windows,

covered with large green blinds sometimes pulled as

if

to

forbid sunlight a look inside.
Finally, the ceiling of the

three rows of lights

The room reminds you of
and aggravates students
releases

them to go

room

is full.

and one row of heater

It

contains

vents.

a monster that takes in

for fifty minutes at a time then

to another such
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room.

CAROLINA SUMMER STORM
Barbara Goodridge
College Transfer

It's

hot, sticky,

and humid with only the barest hint of a

breeze, the kind of day that seems never to end.
is

a bright, briUiant blue,

The sky

surface marred only by oc-

its

casional puffs of smoke-like clouds.

Almost magically, the clouds multiply and grow into
fluffy, white cotton balls. A hot wind picks

mounds of

up, seemingly out of nowhere. The clouds grow thicker

and darker until they are a menacing black pressing
down upon the horizon, filling up the entire sky and
blocking out the afternoon sun. Even with the wind the
air

is

stifling,

attempted

is

air vibrates,

down

so heavy and

A

exhausting.

sending a

one's spine.

A

damp

that every

movement

rumble sounds. The

distant

of apprehension up and

chill

bolt of lightning dances across the

sky followed by a crash of thunder. The wind howls as

whips through the

trees, freeing

and branches, driving them
below.

violently onto the

It

ground

A wet-tar scent tantalizes-here one minute, gone

the next, then back again stronger
hint of

it

dead and dying leaves

what

comes

is

quietly at

small droplets.

now than before—a

to follow.

The

a hushed pitter-patter of

first,

air,

hot and heavy just

moments

before, becomes instantly cool. Steam rises from the hot

black asphalt as the rain evaporates almost as quickly as
it

strikes the street.

Suddenly the clouds burst open

wide, bombarding everything lying below with huge
bullets of rain.

The wind slams

sheets into the earth. Visibility

is

the rain in diagonal

reduced to

nil

as the

walls of rain obscure once familiar objects into

shadows almost beyond recognition. The

mere

rain continues

pounding unmercifully

for what seems as an eternity
and then, as if exhausted from the exertion, it slows and
slackens and dies. The winds rush the clouds away like
soldiers retrieving their

of a recent

dead and injured from the

field

battle.

The sun emerges,

casting a rosy tint.

The

colors of

the world are crisp and clear— greens greener, blues
bluer.
clean.

The
The

air

has a fresh, untainted scent— light and

streets

and sidewalks dry quickly and the

ground absorbs the remaining puddles of water. Soon
all

evidence of the storm

across the

is

now clear blue sky
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is

gone— save one. Painted
an arched band of color.

TAMING THE SERPENT
Steve Pierce

&

Fish

The

crisp windless air

which bronzed
glossy,

Wildlife

Management Technology

and the beaming sunlight,
body and made his

waters. Patiently they waited for a

waterbug to leave

his barely clothed

golden hair hot to the touch, assured him

hungry stomachs. The familiar,

on the other side of the pond, unwilHng to give
up its buoyancy, like a relic of an old fisherman whose
lures have surely been rusted. Having rested, he left the
pond and followed a firepath which allowed him to

today's conditions were perfect for the hunt.

He

still

entered the red-clay path, leaving the noise and

fume-ridden highway behind, his ears quickly catching
the sound of a scurrying lizard

making

large, slowly-decaying oak tree which

entrance to his
its

wooded

escape.

A

his

still

way up the
marked the

was a

this

He began

It

was time

of

tin,

an

ice cold

blanket as the moisture

air.

bites.

across a large white board. Turning the board over, he

tire.

which

like

Entering a plush green patch of grass, he came
spied a long black snake, coiled and staring
in the eyes

cond
from

for the hunt.

at the large pile

waft here, which coated his sweat-covered

slight

blood-sucking

began cutting a young green sapling from a small scrub
oak, making sure to pick one with just the right shaped
fork at the end.

sur-

The mosquitoes not liking the
higher ground and breeze finally left him but not
without leaving many small, red bumps from their

shiny, metallic sheath, he

its

woods, the red-clay

and small pebbles. There

to white sand

evaporated into the

flies

day, as he passed by a collection of decay-

Pulling his knife from

way

body, feeling

and mosquitoes searching for a proper landing area on their newly found
prey. Single strands of spider-web snapped across his
forehead and were evidence that he was first to walk the
path

to a higher portion of the

face giving

alarm and the distinctive covert whistle of a bobwhite
in the distance beckoning a mate could

ing logs, leaves, and an occasional old

sat

move

bluejay screeching out

male somewhere

be heard over the buzzing of

minnow, crayfish, or
and fill their
half-sunken rowboat

their thick green cover

him

straight

with a shocked but keen glare. In the

split se-

that he stopped to identify the snake,
its

coil

tremendous speed of

in the past

it

sprang

and streaked into the underbrush. From the
escape, he could

its

tell it

was a

had yielded many a specimen, turning over the long, rippled pieces of metal. It was indeed a good day for the

black racer as he followed the noise of

hunt, for after turning over only a few pieces, he saw the

yearned for thicker clothing. Having routed the snake

long, black

body through the
from

and yellow checkered body of a king snake

against the dark, brown, rotting

wood

soil.

its

trees, brushes,

forked sapling. Picking it up, he perused it for any
marks made during the capture, and taking in its
sleekness and beauty, he placed it in the pillowcase
which hung from his belt loop. Finding nothing more

began striking madly

he

moved

briars; his

brush covering into a small grey patch of

behind the head. The snake,

lizard,

sHthering

body
dirt,

he aimed the forked stick toward the vulnerable portion

Excited, he

carefully pinned the snake behind the head with the

than a quickly escaping

and

its

itself

filled

with fear and rage,

at the air, finally turning to strike

a few times before his gaping head was pinned

down by

the experienced hunter.

the snake up, examining

it

Once

closely

again, he picked

and thinking of the

from placing it in the pillowcase,
would meet its kismet as a tasty meal for

chase, but he refrained

on, turning

over logs and bricks around the facade of what ap-

knowing

peared to be an old house. The finely layered orchard of

the snake-eating king snake already inside the case.

plum

now

it

Tired from the hunt, the sun's long shadows mark-

trees and other assorted rubble told of a past

civilization

that

ing the close of the day, he journeyed back towards the

deceased.

opening from which he came. The large oak

Not having found anything for some time, the mass
of mosquitoes thickening around his neck and the beads
of sweat escaping from his pores and mixing with grit,
he decided to rest at the opening in the woods which
gave birth to a small deep pond. The sun, shining deep
into the water, allowed him to see large fish which hid a
few feet off shore where the algae gave way to deeper

tree

now

marked his exit, and the roaring of passing cars made
him think back to all he had seen and heard today.
Readjusting himself
skin, he re-entered the

like a

snake shedding an old

mechanical world once again,

trophies of the day's hunt dangling
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from

his

hands.

CHANGING

The seasons pass by

Our

as if they were clouds

of changing seasons.

gently blowing in the

When we

wind on a mid-summer's day.

IS

In the

are born,

it

like the spring:

we grow and
and learn.

animals prepare

fall

lives are like that

flourish

for the long winter

ahead, while the leaves

The summer

above blaze autumn

our years after our teens:

colors of gold, red,

we

and

is

like

start to raise

fiery orange.

own

finally comes
and covers the world

The

With a snow-white blanket.

middle years.

Everything

We

our

children and give
them guidance.

Winter

so that

covered

is

looks like

it

think

more of

finally resting after

a world full of dreams
in

our

fall is like

toiling for so

which things sleep

years.

To

many

see our

waiting to be reborn.

grandchildren and

Once again

long since past.

tell

spring

them of things

comes, freeing things
finally

from

1""

1*1

11

'

long slumber, to be

we

awakened into a world
full of warmth, beauty,
and song.

the earth to rest

Birds, trees,

are once again

pass back into

and again be reborn
like the

animals

all

J.

Fianlly, like winter

their

rising

Reborn

phoenix

from the

ashes, to live free.

into a world of tranquility.

Michael Bays

Summer comes,
with

it

College Transfer

a time for a

rebirth of

We

bringing

new

celebrate

creatures.

life,

the

smell of cotton candy at a
fair, the

crying,

sound of a baby

all

things live.
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A COMPARISON OF LOVE AND MONEY
Mitch Kehan
College Transfer

I

explained to a friend of mine that finding a suitable

mate

is

essentially

Men

an act of consumerism.

money and conduct

their

spend

romantic affairs

their

in

similar ways.

man who puts off marriage
He probably waits un-

Take, for instance, the

until he's at least thirty years old.
til

Christmas Eve to do

his holiday

shopping. In both

stances, he complains that the selection

good

stuff gone,

Then

picked-over.

and what's
there's the

poor,

is

all

in-

the

all

wrinkled and

man who

dates married

left

is

women. He's the guy who borrows his neighbor's lawn
mower rather than buying his own. Another example is
the

man who

complains that the marriage didn't turn

out to be the good deal he thought

man

might

own

convinced that

a time-share; or, at

selling

Amway

to financial independence.
tic

who

is

so

He

can barely function.

would

is

be. This

one time, he was

was going

There

consumed by

it

to be his ticket

the hopeless

roman-

his personal affairs that he

spends his money on foolish,

frivolous things and complains that he doesn't have

enough money

for sensible things-like rent.

most fascinating types

young

girl.

is

the

man who

One of

the

dates a very

this young nymph into
man building a kit car or
own furniture. Most often,

He's hoping to mold

his ideal mate. You'll find this

drafting plans to build his
his love life

and

There's the

man who

his do-it-yourself projects

woman who

dates a

end

in folly.

has high ex-

pectations he can never hope to satisfy. He's the kind of

guy who buys a Corvette that he can't afford to keep
properly tuned. His car and his lover never stop grumbling.

spending habits compared.

whenever possible,

I

I

explained to him that

prefer to rent.
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POEM
It
I

was then
lost

myself

mornings

In bright spring

Beautiful things from the earth

Children of the sky

The sweet

stuffy smell of clover

Bees bouncing off white flowers
Cottonball clouds overhead

Sudden rain showers.
when the sun forgot to stop shining
.

.

2

We

had no commitments

When

We

came

the heat

looked to

Cool pools and
Nights

and

iced water

of stars

full

restless

youthful freedom

There were days spent on the sand

by deep blue water
3

Slowly the heat

The world

left

settled

down

People can't see beauty
in

a season of sleep

The

forests look as if they

are on fire
the last brilliant flash

of color

For onlookers
an autumn

in

field

4
It is

colder

still

The trees are bare
and look dead
The world is held in
a giant

still life

Grey clouds blanket
the sun

from the wind

One night
when the cold

white light

of the stars was hidden

and we watched the warm
Soft pure crystals of snow
fell silently

to the earth.

Jason Stehly

Adult Basic Education
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fire inside,

HUCK FINN ON THE LITTLE RIVER
John Lynch
College Transfer

It

was a rather cold but

a few hours

earlier,

but

clear day.

it

The sun had

risen

times,

had not yet climbed high

luckily, the

jon boat was just small enough to
If we had used
would have ended at

squeeze through, around, or over them.

enough to clear the sky of the vivid colors that always
accompany dawn and dusk. My breath misted heavily in
the crisp air. It was a pretty day for almost anything—
except a trip in a dangerous boat on freezing water.
Still,

and

a raft as
the

first

The
islands

there are old pilots, there are bold pilots, but there

it

Huck Finn

did, our trip

jam.
of the river certainly limits the size of the

size

found

in

it.

River sports a few islands, but

Little

has nothing to compare to Jackson's Island—three

are no old, bold pilots, as the saying goes.

miles long and a quarter mile wide.

Huck and Jim

The Lynch and Park "Huck goes to Goldsboro" expedition was ready to begin. We had fooHshly chosen
this means of achieving the EngHsh 153 requirement of a

would

hide

research paper, intending to simulate a river journey

the Mississippi. Little River water

and incorporate

my

hard

pressed

black, while Mississippi water

had been completed. Needham Park,

zied preparations

been

to

"towheads" (Twain 77).
The water itself in Little River was

with other sources. All of our fren-

it

have

The black

was here gazing at the truckload of
equipment we had begged, borrowed, or stolen over the
past two days. He had a lot to see: stuffed into the

different

these

from

dark brown, almost

"yaller" (Twain 112).

color in Little River results from the exuda-

form a canopy over the

tions of the trees that

co-explorer,

is

is

on

river.

The

Mississippi has a lower concentration of tree exudate

preservers, rations, a cooler, a waterproof

and mud causes its yellow color. (Twain 77).
Huck had all the time in the world to spend on the
Mississippi. He had no set time Hmits, and he led a

ing spare clothes,

rather carefree existence.

pickup were our boat, paddles,

seat cushions,

life

bag containand a few other items—a respectable
potpourri. It was 7:30 a.m., time for us to do or die.
Our destination was the intersection of the state
nursery road and highway 581. We unloaded the truck,

travel a certain distance

arrive at our campsite before dark.

Jim

question with a shiver.

Our

He answered my unspoken
trip

was meant to

the sun

parallel

trip, we would have to grab
and quickly swim to shore. After thirty

we

to forty minutes of exposure in that cold water,

would be unconscious (Red Cross 175).
Once on the river our trip began to take on many differences even while it had similarities to Huck's trip. To
begin with, the Little River

one hundred

fifty

is

probably not wider than

ly,

we had

its

wide enough not to

collect log

is

feet high.

the channel) that one can avoid running aground.

so in Little River.

Log jams blocked our path

life

is

right

When

on your

can be very sweet.

took the form of giant insects and monsters,

The rock

strata

cliffs

we

one hundred

were very colorful, a spot

of geographic detail (Miller 192),

little

description

much of the riverscape

in my mind of Twain's Mississippi.
Another similar quality of the two rivers is the sense

matches the picture

a navigable river,

jams and deep enough

up and shining and a cool dip

without parallel. Although Twain gave

to paddle considerable distances in order to

Mississippi

began to

humor suffered. For the
Huck had no weather wor-

passed through a chute with sheer

wide deep areas had none. Consequent-

The

to

Huck and

reaching out into the river to gobble us up. Once

arrive at our campsite before nightfall. River size led to

other problems.

is

ing. Trees

yards at any point. The Mississippi,

on the other hand, was miles in width (Twain 60). The
Mississippi also always had some current, but Little
River even in

to

The Little River does resemble Twain's Mississippi
in
some respects though. First is the "eternal
landscape" (Miller 192). From the time we launched the
boat we could see only the river before and behind us,
the sky, and the bank. Of these three the bank was the
most interesting-mud and trees, trees and mud.
Although the bank stayed the same, it also kept chang-

should tip over during the
the clothes bag

it

always seemed balmy on the Mississippi.

doorstep,

in

When

we had
we were

did; consequently, our

ries. It

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, but he did
not have to worry about hypothermia. If the boat

Huck's

if

to crawl under as

great majority of the time,

beside the bridge.

stuck his finger in the water.

we had no wigwam

rain,

down the twenty-foot embankment
Needham walked to the river and

rolling the boat

Unfortunately,

by a certain time

of timelessness.

(in

hours

Not

sitting in

hard to say

several

days.
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It

if

On

Little River

we

spent nine or ten

a boat. During the trip

we had been out

itself, it

would be

there ten minutes or ten

did not seem to matter much.

Our

trip

exercise.

was mainly

physical, requiring

Our minds were

left

free

to

little

mental

Geographic Society to underwrite the voyage. It
takes time and money, two valuable commodities today
tional

wonder and

Huck had no

philosophize, something people rarely have time for

that

anymore. Huck and Jim certainly had

the adventures he experienced are gone forever.

thought,

the

main

similarity

their time for

between our

trip

worries about.

The days of Huck and

and

Huck's. The differences were mainly physical boundaries set

by the

river

and

cultural gaps (we

fare well stealing chickens). Playing

well nigh impossible unless

would not

Huck Finn today

Editors' note: This version of the research paper is condensed greatly because of limitations of space.

is

one can persuade the Na-

The

Little

River Expedition, pliotQgiaplis

John Lynch, College

Needham Park,
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ESCAPE
You
You

step outside under the clear sky full of bright stars.
step out to face the peaceful tranquilUty of nature

or to escape the inner turmoil of you.

Neither really works
for

you can never escape from your own thoughts,
own feeUngs, or from yourself.

your

You

always have yourself

no matter how bad

The outer

it

gets

— or seems to get.

tranquiUity and beauty of a starry night

may tame

the inner turmoil of yourself.

And you forget — for now.
You are able to escape and

feel

some

inner peace.

Yet deep inside you realize
peace

For

just

Just a

is

Uke

little

not for long.
this

morning, the sun always comes up

too soon.

Diana L. Register
Electronics Engineering Technology
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NIGHT TORTURE

The

faucet drips

Continually,
All night,
Filling

one yellow rubber pan.

The rhythm never

ceases.

Now,

When

the drops plunk,

They spread
Over the edge.
Over the

side of the pan...

All night

Long.

Margaret H. Price

Goldsboro Writers' Group

THE BUTTERFLY

I

watch

As

it

emerges.

Bright blue wings

Unfolding.

The sun bathes
Dries

it.

it.

Enhances

its

beauty,

Accepting graciously

its

Birth.

to fly,

It tries

Its

thin blue wings

Flapping wildly

Then wings

in the

majestically

Erect like blades of
It settles

is

steel.

on a yellow

Swaying gently
Birth

wind.

in the

petal

wind.

hard.

Margaret H. Price

Goldsboro Writers' Group
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